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~Surat ul-Baqarah 



Revealed in Al-Madinah - Virtues of Surat Al-Baqarah

The Virtues of Surat Al-Baqarah 

In Musnad Ahmad, Sahih Muslim, At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i, it is recorded that Abu Hurayrah said that the Prophet said,
«DN' *N,R9NDOH' (OJOH*NCOER BO(OH1K' AN%PFQN 'DR(NJR*N 'DQN0PJ *OBR1N#O APJGP 3OH1N)O
'DR(NBN1N)P DN' JN/R.ODOGO 'D4QNJR7N'F» 

(Do not turn your houses into graves. Verily, Shaytan does not enter the house where Surat Al-Baqarah is recited.) At-
Tirmidhi said, "Hasan Sahih. 

Also, `Abdullah bin Mas`ud said, "Shaytan flees from the house where Surat Al-Baqarah is heard.'' This Hadith was
collected by An-Nasa'i in Al-Yawm wal-Laylah, and Al-Hakim recorded it in his Mustadrak, and then said that its chain of
narration is authentic, although the Two Sahihs did not collect it. In his Musnad, Ad-Darimi recorded that Ibn Mas`ud said,
"Shaytan departs the house where Surat Al-Baqarah is being recited, and as he leaves, he passes gas.'' Ad-Darimi also
recorded that Ash-Sha`bi said that `Abdullah bin Mas`ud said, "Whoever recites ten Ayat from Surat Al-Baqarah in a
night, then Shaytan will not enter his house that night. (These ten Ayat are) four from the beginning, Ayat Al-Kursi (255),
the following two Ayat (256-257) and the last three Ayat.'' In another narration, Ibn Mas`ud said, "Then Shaytan will not
come near him or his family, nor will he be touched by anything that he dislikes. Also, if these Ayat were to be recited
over a senile person, they would wake him up.'' 

Further, Sahl bin Sa`d said that the Messenger of Allah said, «%PFQN DPCODQP 4NJR!M 3NFN'EK'� HN%PFQN
3NFN'EN 'DRBO1R"FP 'DR(NBN1N)O� HN%PFQN ENFR BN1N#NGN' APJ (NJR*PGP DNJRDN)K DNER
JN/R.ODRGO 'D4QNJR7N'FO +NDN'+N DNJN'DM� HNENFR BN1N#NGN' APJ (NJR*PGP FNGN'1K' DNER
JN/R.ODRGO 'D4QNJR7N'FO +NDN'+N)N #NJQN'E» 

(Everything has a hump (or, high peek), and Al-Baqarah is the high peek of the Qur'an. Whoever recites Al-Baqarah at
night in his house, then Shaytan will not enter that house for three nights. Whoever recites it during a day in his house,
then Shaytan will not enter that house for three days.) This Hadith was collected by Abu Al-Qasim At-Tabarani, Abu
Hatim Ibn Hibban in his Sahih and Ibn Marduwyah. 

At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah recorded that Abu Hurayrah said, "The Messenger of Allah sent an expedition force
comprising of many men and asked each about what they memorized of the Qur'an. The Prophet came to one of the
youngest men among them and asked him, `What have you memorized (of the Qur'an) young man' He said, `I
memorized such and such Surahs and also Al-Baqarah.' The Prophet said, `You memorized Surat Al-Baqarah' He said,
`Yes.' The Prophet said, `Then you are their commander.' One of the noted men (or chiefs) commented, `By Allah! I did
not learn Surat Al-Baqarah, for fear that I would not be able to implement it. The Messenger of Allah said,
«*N9NDQNEOH' 'DBO1R"FN HN'BR1N!OHGO� AN%PFQN EN+NDN 'DRBO1R"FP DPENFR *N9NDQNENGO
ANBN1N#N HNBN'EN (PGP CNEN+NDP ,P1N'(M EN-R4OHN EP3RCK' JNAOH-O 1PJ-OGO APJ CODQP ENCN'FM�
HNEN+NDO ENFR *N9NDQNENGO ANJN1RBO/O HNGOHN APJ ,NHRAPGP CNEN+NDP ,P1N'(M #OHCPJN 9NDI
EP3RC» 

(Learn Al-Qur'an and recite it, for the example of whoever learns the Qur'an, recites it and adheres to it, is the example of
a bag that is full of musk whose scent fills the air. The example of whoever learns the Qur'an and then sleeps (i.e. lazy)
while the Qur'an is in his memory, is the example of a bag that has musk, but is closed tight.) 

This is the wording collected by At-Tirmidhi, who said that this Hadith is Hasan. In another narration, At-Tirmidhi recorded
this same Hadith in a Mursal manner, so Allah knows best. 

Also, Al-Bukhari recorded that Usayd bin Hudayr said that he was once reciting Surat Al-Baqarah while his horse was
tied next to him. The horse started to make some noise. When Usayd stopped reciting, the horse stopped moving about.
When he resumed reading, the horse started moving about again. When he stopped reciting, the horse stopped moving,
and when he resumed reading, the horse started to move again. Meanwhile, his son Yahya was close to the horse, and
he feared that the horse might step on him. When he moved his son back, he looked up to the sky and saw a cloud
radiating with light that looked like lamps. In the morning, he went to the Prophet and told him what had happened and
then said, "O Messenger of Allah! My son Yahya was close to the horse and I feared that she might step on him. When I
attended to him and raised my head to the sky, I saw a cloud with lights like lamps. So I went, but I couldn't see it.'' The
Prophet said, "Do you know what that was'' He said, "No.'' The Prophet said, «*PDRCN 'DRENDN'&PCN)O /NFN*R
DP5NHR*PCN HNDNH BN1N#R*N DN#N5R(N-R*N JNFR8O1O 'DFQN'3O %PDNJRGN'� DN' *N*NH'1NI EPFRGOE» 

(They were the angels, they came close hearing your voice (reciting Surat Al-Baqarah), and if you had kept reading, the
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people would have been able to see the angels when the morning came, and the angels would not be hidden from their
eyes.) 

This is the narration reported by Imam Abu Ubayd Al-Qasim bin Salam in his book Fada'il Al-Qur'an. 
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Virtues of Surat Al-Baqarah and Surat Al `Imran

Imam Ahmad said that Abu Nu`aym narrated to them that Bishr bin Muhajir said that `Abdullah bin Buraydah narrated to
him from his father, "I was sitting with the Prophet and I heard him say, «*N9NDQNEOH' 3OH1N)N 'DR(NBN1N)P
AN%PFQN #N.R0NGN' (N1NCN)L� HN*N1RCNGN' -N3R1N)L� HNDN' *N3R*N7PJ9OGN' 'DR(N7NDN)» 

(Learn Surat Al-Baqarah, because in learning it there is blessing, in ignoring it there is sorrow, and the sorceresses
cannot memorize it.) 

He kept silent for a while and then said, «*N9NDQNEOH' 3OH1N)N 'DR(NBN1N)P HN"DN 9PER1N'FN
AN%PFQNGOEN' 'D2QNGR1N'HN'FP� JO8PDQN'FP 5N'-P(NGOEN' JNHREN 'DRBPJN'EN)P CN#NFQNGOEN'
:NEN'EN*N'FP #NHR :NJN'JN*N'FP #NHR AP1RBN'FP EPFR 7NJR1M 5NHN'AQN� HN%PFQN 'DRBO1"FN JNDRBI
5N'-P(NGO JNHREN 'DRBPJN'EN)P -PJFN JNFR4NBQO 9NFRGO BN(R1OGO CN'D1QN,ODP 'D4QN'-P(P
ANJNBOHDO DNGO: GNDR *N9R1PAOFPJ� ANJNBOHDO: EN' #N9R1PAOCN. ANJNBOHDO: #NFN' 5N'-P(OCN
'DRBO1R"FO 'DQN0PJ #N8REN#R*OCN APJ 'DRGNHN',P1P HN#N3RGN1R*O DNJRDNCN HN%PFQN CODQN
*N',P1M EPFR HN1N'!P *P,N'1N*PGP� HN%PFQNCN 'DRJNHREN EPFR HN1N'!P CODQP *P,N'1N)M ANJO9R7NI
'DREODRCN (PJNEPJFPGP HN'DR.ODR/N (P4PEN'DPGP HNJOH6N9O 9NDNI 1N#R3PGP *N',O 'DRHNBN'1P�
HNJOCR3NI HN'DP/N'GO -ODQN*N'FP DN' JNBOHEO DNGOEN' #NGRDO 'D/QOFRJN'� ANJNBOHDN'FP: (PEN'
CO3PJFN' GN0N'� ANJOBN'DO: (P#N.R0P HNDN/PCOEN' 'DRBO1R"FN +OEQN JOBN'DO: 'BR1N#R HN'5R9N/R APJ
/N1N,P 'DR,NFQN)P HN:O1NAPGN'� ANGOHN APJ 5O9OH/M EN' /N'EN JNBR1#O GN0QK' CN'FN #NHR
*N1R*PJDK'» 

(Learn Surat Al-Baqarah and Al `Imran because they are two lights and they shade their people on the Day of
Resurrection, just as two clouds, two spaces of shade or two lines of (flying) birds. The Qur'an will meet its companion in
the shape of a pale-faced man on the Day of Resurrection when his grave is opened. The Qur'an will ask him, 'Do you
know me' The man will say, 'I do not know you.' The Qur'an will say, 'I am your companion, the Qur'an, which has
brought you thirst during the heat and made you stay up during the night. Every merchant has his certain trade. But, this
Day, you are behind all types of trade.' Kingship will then be given to him in his right hand, eternal life in his left hand and
the crown of grace will be placed on his head. His parents will also be granted two garments that the people of this life
could never afford. They will say, 'Why were we granted these garments' It will be said, 'Because your son was carrying
the Qur'an.' It will be said (to the reader of the Qur'an), 'Read and ascend through the levels of Paradise.' He will go on
ascending as long as he recites, whether reciting slowly or quickly.)'' 

Ibn Majah also recorded part of this Hadith from Bishr bin Al-Muhajir, and this chain of narrators is Hasan, according to
the criteria of Imam Muslim. 

A part of this Hadith is also supported by other Hadiths. For instance, Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Umamah Al-Bahili
said that he heard the Messenger of Allah say, «'BR1N#OH' 'DRBO1R"FN AN%PFQNGO 4N'AP9L DP#NGRDPGP
JNHREN 'DRBPJN'EN)P 'BR1N#OH' 'D2QNGR1N'HNJRFP� 'DR(NBN1N)N HN"DN 9PER1N'FN� AN%PFQNGOEN'
JN#R*PJN'FP JNHREN 'DRBPJN'EN)P CN#NFQNGOEN' :NEN'EN*N'FP� #NHR CN#NFQNGOEN' :NJN'JN*N'FP
#NHR CN#NFQNGOEN' AP1RBN'FP EPFR 7NJR1M 5NHN'AQN� JO-N',QN'FP 9NFR #NGRDPGPEN' JNHREN
'DRBPJN'EN)» 

(Read the Qur'an, because it will intercede on behalf of its people on the Day of Resurrection. Read the two lights, Al-
Baqarah and Al `Imran, because they will come in the shape of two clouds, two shades or two lines of birds on the Day of
Resurrection and will argue on behalf of their people on that Day.) 

The Prophet then said, « 'BR1N#OH' 'DR(NBN1N)N AN%PFQN #N.R0NGN' (N1NCN)L HN*N1RCNGN' -N3R1N)L
HNDN' *N3R*N7PJ9OGN' 'DR(N7NDN)» 

(Read Al-Baqarah, because in having it there is blessing, and in ignoring there is a sorrow and the sorceresses cannot
memorize it.) 

Also, Imam Muslim narrated this Hadith in the Book of Prayer 

Imam Ahmad narrated that An-Nawwas bin Sam`an said that the Prophet said, «JO$R*NI (P'DBO1R"FP JNHREN
'DRBPJN'EN)P HN#NGRDPGP 'DQN0PJFN CN'FOH' JN9RENDOHFN (PGP *NBR/NEOGOE 3OH1N)O 'DR(NBN1N)P
HN"DO 9PER1N'F» 

(On the Day of Resurrection the Qur'an and its people who used to implement it will be brought forth, preceded by Surat
Al-Baqarah and Al `Imran.) 
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An-Nawwas said, "The Prophet set three examples for these two Surahs and I did not forget these examples ever since.
He said, «CN#NFQNGOEN' :NEN'EN*N'FP� #NHR 8ODQN*N'FP 3NH/N'HN'FP (NJRFNGOEN' 4N1RBL� #NHR
CN#NFQNGOEN' AP1RBN'FP EPFR 7NJR1M 5NHN'AQN� JO-N',QN'FP 9NFR 5N'-P(PGPEN'» 

(They will come like two clouds, two dark shades or two lines of birds arguing on behalf of their people.) 

It was also recorded in Sahih Muslim and At-Tirmidhi narrated this Hadith, which he rendered Hasan Gharib. 
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The Meaning of Al-Muttaqin

Ibn `Abbas said about, ?GO/KI DQPDREO*QNBPJFN> 

(guidance for the Muttaqin) that it means, "They are the believers who avoid Shirk with Allah and who work in His
obedience.'' Ibn `Abbas also said that Al-Muttaqin means, "Those who fear Allah's punishment, which would result if they
abandoned the true guidance that they recognize and know. They also hope in Allah's mercy by believing in what He
revealed.'' Further, Qatadah said that, ?DQPDREO*QNBPJFN> 

(Al-Muttaqin), are those whom Allah has described in His statement; ?'DQN0PJFN JO$REPFOHFN (P'DR:NJR(P
HNJOBPJEOHFN 'D5QNDpH)N> 

(Who believe in the Ghayb and perform the Salah) (2:3), and the following Ayat. Ibn Jarir stated that the Ayah (2:2)
includes all of these meanings that the scholars have mentioned, and this is the correct view. Also, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Majah narrated that `Atiyah As-Sa`di said that the Messenger of Allah said, «DN' JN(RDO:O 'DR9N(R/O #NFR
JNCOHFN EPFN 'DREO*QNBPJFN -N*QNI JN/N9N EN'DN' (N#R3N (PGP -N0N1K' EPEQN' (PGP (N#R3» 

(The servant will not acquire the status of the Muttaqin until he abandons what is harmless out of fear of falling into that
which is harmful.) At-Tirmidhi then said "Hasan Gharib.'' 
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The Meaning of Al-Ghayb

As for the meaning of Ghayb here, the Salaf have different explanations of it, all of which are correct, indicating the same
general meaning. For instance, Abu Ja`far Ar-Razi quoted Ar-Rabi` bin Anas, reporting from Abu Al-`Aliyah about Allah's
statement, i ?JO$REPFOHFN (P'DR:NJR(P> 

((Those who) have faith in the Ghayb), "They believe in Allah, His angels, Books, Messengers, the Last Day, His
Paradise, Fire and in the meeting with Him. They also believe in life after death and in Resurrection. All of this is the
Ghayb.'' Qatadah bin Di`amah said similarly. 

Sa`id bin Mansur reported from `Abdur-Rahman bin Yazid who said, "We were sitting with `Abdullah bin Mas`ud when we
mentioned the Companions of the Prophet and their deeds being superior to our deeds. `Abdullah said, `The matter of
Muhammad was clear for those who saw him. By He other than Whom there is no God, no person will ever acquire a
better type of faith than believing in Al-Ghayb.' He then recited, ?'DE - 0NDPCN 'DRCP*N'(O D'N 1NJR(N APJGP GO/KI
DQPDREO*QNBPJFN 'DQN0PJFN JO$REPFOHFN (P'DR:NJR(P> 

(Alif Lam Mim. This is the Book, wherein there is no doubt, a guidance for the Muttaqin. Those who believe in the
Ghayb), until, ?'DREOARDP-OHFN> 

(the successful). '' Ibn Abi Hatim, Ibn Marduwyah and Al-Hakim, in his Mustadrak, recorded this Hadith. Al-Hakim
commented that this Hadith is authentic and that the Two Shaykhs - Al-Bukhari and Muslim - did not collect it, although it
meets their criteria. 

Ahmad recorded a Hadith with similar meaning from Ibn Muhayriz who said: I said to Abu Jumu`ah, "Narrate a Hadith for
us that you heard from the Messenger of Allah.'' He said, "Yes. I will narrate a good Hadith for you. Once we had lunch
with the Messenger of Allah . Abu `Ubaydah, who was with us, said, `O Messenger of Allah! Are people better than us We
embraced Islam with you and performed Jihad with you.' He said, «FN9NER BNHREL EPFR (N9R/PCOER
JO$REPFOHFN (PJ HNDNER JN1NHRFPJ» 

(Yes, those who will come after you, who will believe in me although they did not see me.)'' 

This Hadith has another route collected by Abu Bakr bin Marduwyah in his Tafsir, from Salih bin Jubayr who said: `Abu
Jumu`ah Al-Ansari, the Companion of the Messenger of Allah , came to Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) to perform the
prayer. Raja' bin Haywah was with us, so when Abu Jumu`ah finished, we went out to greet him. When he was about to
leave, he said, "You have a gift and a right. I will narrate a Hadith for you that I heard from the Messenger of Allah. '' We
said, "Do so, and may Allah grant you mercy.'' He said, "We were with the Messenger of Allah, ten people including
Mu`adh bin Jabal. We said, "O Messenger of Allah! Are there people who will acquire greater rewards than us We
believed in Allah and followed you.' He said, «EN' JNERFN9OCOER EPFR 0NDPCN HN1N3OHDO 'DDGP (NJRFN
#N8RGO1PCOER JN#R*PJCOER (P'DRHN-RJP EPFN 'D3QNEN'!P� (NDR BNHREL (N9R/NCOER JN#R*PJGPER
CP*N'(L EPFR (NJRFP DNHR-NJRFP JO$REPFOHFN (PGP HNJN9RENDOHFN (PEN' APJGP� #OHDp&PCN
#N9R8NEO EPFRCOER #N,R1K' EN1QN*NJRF» 

(What prevents you from doing so, while the Messenger of Allah is among you, bringing you the revelation from heaven
There are people who will come after you and who will be given a book between two covers (the Qur'an), and they will
believe in it and implement its commands. They have a greater reward than you, even twice as much.)''
?HNJOBPJEOHFN 'D5QNDpH)N HNEPEQN' 1N2NBRFN@GOER JOFAPBOHFN> 

(And perform Salah, and spend out of what we have provided for them) 
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Attributes of the Believers


    
        
            

            

The people described here (2:4) are those whom Allah described in the preceding Ayah, 
            ?'DQN0PJFN JO$REPFOHFN (P'DR:NJR(P HNJOBPJEOHFN 'D5QNDpH)N HNEPEQN' 1N2NBRFNp@GOER
JOFAPBOHFN > 
            

(Those who have faith in the Ghayb and perform Salah, and spend out of what we have provided for them.) 
            

Mujahid once stated, "Four Ayat at the beginning of Surat Al-Baqarah describe the believers, two describe the
disbelievers, and thirteen describe the hypocrites.'' The four Ayat mentioned in this statement are general and include
every believer, whether an Arab, non-Arab, or a person of a previous Scripture, whether they are Jinns or humans. All of
these attributes complement each other and require the existence of the other attributes. For instance, it is not possible
that one believes in the Unseen, performs the prayer and gives Zakah without believing in what the Messenger of Allah
and the previous Messengers were sent with. The same with certainty in the Hereafter, this is not correct without that, for
Allah has commanded the believers, 
            ?JNp@#NJQOGN' 'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R !N'EPFOH'R (P'DDQNGP HN1N3OHDPGP HN'DRCP*Np@(P
'DQN0PI FN2QNDN 9NDNI 1N3OHDPGP HN'DRCP*Np@(P 'DQN0PI #NFN2DN EPF BN(RDO> 
            

(O you who believe! Believe in Allah, and His Messenger, and the Book (the Qur'an) which He has revealed to the
Messenger, and the Book which He sent own to those before (him)) (4:136), 
            ?HND'N *O,Np@/PDOH'R #NGRDN 'DRCP*Np@(P %PD'QN (P'DQN*PI GPIN #N-R3NFO %PD'QN
'DQN0PJFN 8NDNEOH'R EPFRGOER HNBOHDOH'R !N'ENFQN' (P'DQN0PI #OF2PDN %PDNJRFN' HN#OF2PDN
%PDNJRCOER HN%PDNp@GOFN' HN%PDNp@GOCOER HN'-P/L> 
            

(And argue not with the People of the Book, unless it be in (a way) that is better, except with such of them as do wrong;
and say (to them): "We believe in that which has been revealed to us and revealed to you; our Ilah (God) and your Ilah
(God) is One (i.e. Allah)') (29:46), 
            ?JNp@#NJQOGN" 'DQN0PJFN #OH*OH'R 'DRCP*Np@(N !N'EPFOH'R (PEN' FN2QNDRFN' EO5N/QPB'K
DQPEN' EN9NCOER> 
            

(O you who have been given the Book (Jews and Christians)! Believe in what We have revealed (to Muhammad )
confirming what is (already) with you) (4:47), and, 
            ?BODR JNp@#NGRDN 'DRCP*Np@(P DN3R*OER 9NDNI 4NIR!M -N*QNI *OBPJEOH'R 'D*QNHR1N')N
HN'D%PF,PJDN HNEN" #OF2PDN %PDNJRCOER EQPF 1QN(QPCOER> 
            

(Say (O Muhammad ): "O People of the Book (Jews and Christians)! You have nothing until you act according to the
Tawrah (Torah), the Injil (Gospel), and what has (now) been revealed to you from your Lord (the Qur'an).'') (5:68). 
            

Also, Allah the Exalted described the believers;
            

?!N'ENFN 'D1QN3OHDO (PEN" #OF2PDN %PDNJRGP EPF 1QN(QPGP HN'DREO$REPFOHFN CODQL !N'ENFN
(P'DDQNGP HNENDNp@&PCN*PGP HNCO*O(PGP HN1O3ODPGP D'N FOAN1QPBO (NJRFN #N-N/M EQPF
1QO3ODPGP>
            

(The Messenger (Muhammad ) believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers. Each
one believes in Allah, His Angels, His Books, and His Messengers. (They say,) "We make no distinction between any of
His Messengers'') (2: 285), and, 
            ?HN'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R (P'DDQNGP HN1O3ODPGP HNDNER JOAN1QPBOH'R (NJRFN #N-N/M
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EQPFRGOER> 
            

(And those who believe in Allah and His Messengers and make no distinction between any of them (Messengers))
(4:152), 
            

This is a sample of the Ayat that indicate that the true believers all believe in Allah, His Messengers and His Books. 
            

The faithful among the People of the Book, have a special significance here, since they believe in their Books and in all
of the details related to that, so when such people embrace Islam and sincerely believe in the details of the religion, then
they will get two rewards. As for the others, they can only believe in the previous religious teachings in a general way.
For instance, the Prophet stated, 
            «%P0N' -N/N+NCOER #NGRDO 'DRCP*N'(P ANDN' *OCN0QP(OHGOER HNDN' *O5N/PBOHGOER
HNDCPFR BOHDOH': "ENFQN' (P'DQN0PJ #OFR2PDN %PDNJRFN' HN#OFR2PDN %PDNJRCOE» 
            

(When the People of the Book narrate to you, neither reject nor affirm what they say. Rather, say, 'We believe in what
was revealed to us and what was revealed to you.') 
            

However, the faith that many Arabs have in the religion of Islam as it was revealed to Muhammad might be more
complete, encompassing and firmer than the faith of the People of the Book who embraced Islam. Therefore, if the
believers in Islam among the People of the Book gain two rewards, other Muslims who have firmer Islamic faith might
gain an equal reward that compares to the two the People of the Book gain (upon embracing Islam). And Allah knows
best. 
            ?#OHRDpN@&PCN 9NDNI GO/KI EQPF 1QN(QPGPER HN#OHRDNp@&PCN GOEO 'DREOARDP-OHFN > 
            

(5. They are on guidance from their Lord, and they are the successful.) 
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Meaning of Khatama

As-Suddi said that, ?.N*NEN 'DDQNGO> 

(Khatama Allah) means, "Allah has sealed.'' Qatadah said that this Ayah means, "Shaytan controlled them when they
obeyed him. Therefore, Allah sealed their hearts, hearing and sight, and they could neither see the guidance nor hear,
comprehend or understand.'' Ibn Jurayj said that Mujahid said, ?.N*NEN 'DDQNGO 9NDNI BODOH(PGPER> 

(Allah has set a seal on their hearts), "A stamp. It occurs when sin resides in the heart and surrounds it from all sides,
and this submersion of the heart in sin constitutes a stamp, meaning a seal.'' Ibn Jurayj also said that the seal is placed
on the heart and the hearing. In addition, Ibn Jurayj said, that `Abdullah bin Kathir narrated that Mujahid said, "The stain
is not as bad as the stamp, the stamp is not as bad as the lock which is the worst type.'' Al-A`mash said, "Mujahid
demonstrated with his hand while saying, `They used to say that the heart is just like this - meaning the open palm. When
the servant commits a sin, a part of the heart will be rolled up - and he rolled up his index finger. When the servant
commits another sin, a part of the heart will be rolled up' - and he rolled up another finger, until he rolled up all of his
fingers. Then he said, `Then, the heart will be sealed.' Mujahid also said that this is the description of the Ran (refer to
83:14).'' 

Al-Qurtubi said, "The Ummah has agreed that Allah has described Himself with sealing and closing the hearts of the
disbelievers, as a punishment for their disbelief. Similarly, Allah said, ?(NDR 7N(N9N 'DDQNGO 9NDNJRGN'
(PCOAR1PGPER> 

(Nay, Allah has set a seal upon their hearts because of their disbelief) (4:155).'' 

He then mentioned the Hadith about changing the hearts, (in which the Prophet supplicated), «JN' EOBNDP(N
'DRBODOH(P +N(QP*R BODOH(NFN' 9NDI /PJFPC» 

(O You Who changes the hearts, make our hearts firm on Your religion.) 

He also mentioned the Hadith by Hudhayfah recorded in the Sahih, in which the Messenger of Allah said, «*O9R1N6O
'DRAP*NFO 9NDNI 'DRBODOH(P CN'DR-N5PJ1P 9OH/K' 9OH/K'� AN#NJQO BNDR(M #O4R1P(NGN' FOCP*N APJG
FOCR*N)L 3NHR/N'!O HN#NJQO BNDR(M #NFRCN1NGN' FOCP*N APJGP FOCR*N)L (NJR6N'!O -N*I *N5PJ1N
9NDNI BNDR(NJRFP: 9NDI #N(RJN6N EP+RDP 'D5QNAN'� ANDN' *N6O1QOGO AP*RFN)L EN' /N'EN*P
'D3QNENHN'*O HN'DR#N1R6O HN'DR".N1O #N3RHN/O EO1R(N'/QK' CN'DRCOH2P EO,N.QPJK' DN' JN9R1PAO
EN9R1OHAK' HNDN' JOFRCP1O EOFRCN1K'» 

(The Fitan (trials, tests) are offered to the hearts, just as the straws that are sewn into a woven mat, one after another.
Any heart that accepts the Fitan, then a black dot will be engraved on it. Any heart that rejects the Fitan, then a white dot
will be engraved on it. The hearts will therefore become two categories: white, just like the barren rock; no Fitnah shall
ever harm this category as long as the heavens and earth still exist. Another category is black, just as the cup that is
turned upside down, for this heart does not recognize righteousness or renounce evil. ) 

Ibn Jarir said, "The truth regarding this subject is what the authentic Hadith from the Messenger of Allah stated. Abu
Hurayrah narrated that the Messenger of Allah said, «%PFQN 'DREO$EPFN %P0N' #N0RFN(N 0NFR(K' CN'FN*R
FOCR*N)K 3NHR/N'!N APJ BNDR(PGP� AN%PFR *N'(N HNFN2N9N HN'3R*N9R*N(N 5NBPDN BNDR(OGO HN%PFR
2N'/N 2N'/N*R -N*QNI *N9RDOHN BNDR(NGO� AN0DPCN 'D1QN'FO 'DQN0PJ BN'DN 'DDGO *N9N'DI: ?CND'QN
(NDR 1N'FN 9NDNI BODOH(PGPER EQN' CN'FOH'R JNCR3P(OHFN > 

(When the believer commits a sin, a black dot will be engraved on his heart. If he repents, refrains and regrets, his heart
will be polished again. If he commits more errors, the dots will increase until they cover his heart. This is the Ran (stain)
that Allah described, ?CND'QN (NDR 1N'FN 9NDNI BODOH(PGPER EQN' CN'FOH'R JNCR3P(OHFN > 

(Nay! But on their hearts is the Ran (stain) which they used to earn)'' (83:14). 

At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah recorded this Hadith, and At-Tirmidhi said that it is Hasan Sahih. 
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The Meaning of `Disease' in this Ayah


    
        
            

            

As-Suddi narrated from Abu Malik and (also) from Abu Salih, from Ibn `Abbas, and (also) Murrah Al-Hamdani from Ibn
Mas`ud and other Companions that this Ayah, 
            ?API BODOH(PGPER EQN1N6L> 
            

(In their hearts is a disease) means, `doubt', and, 
            ?AN2N'/NGOEO 'DDQNGO EN1N6K'> 
            

(And Allah has increased their disease) also means `doubt'. Mujahid, `Ikrimah, Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Abu Al-`Aliyah, Ar-Rabi`
bin Anas and Qatadah also said similarly. `Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam commented on, 
            ?API BODOH(PGPER EQN1N6L> 
            

(In their hearts is a disease), "A disease in the religion, not a physical disease. They are the hypocrites and the disease
is the doubt that they brought to Islam. 
            ?AN2N'/NGOEO 'DDQNGO EN1N6K'> 
            

(And Allah has increased their disease) meaning, increased them in shameful behavior.'' He also recited, 
            ?AN#NEQN' 'DQN0PJFN !'ENFOH'R AN2N'/N*RGOER %PJEN@F'K HNGOER
JN3R*N(R4P1OHFNHN#NEQN' 'DQN0PJFN API BODOH(PGPE EQN1N6L AN2N'/N*RGOER 1P,R3K' %PDNI
1P,R3PGPER> 
            

(As for those who believe, it has increased their faith, and they rejoice. But as for those in whose hearts is a disease, it
will add disgrace to their disgrace.) (9:124-125) and commented, "Evil to their evil and deviation to their deviation.'' This
statement by `Abdur-Rahman is true, and it constitutes a punishment that is compatible to the sin, just as the earlier
scholars stated. Similarly, Allah said, 
            ?HN'DQN0PJFN 'GR*N/NHR'R 2N'/NGOER GO/KI HN!N'*N@GOER *NBOHN'GOER > 
            

(While as for those who accept guidance, He increases their guidance and grants them their piety) (47:17). 
            

Allah said next, 
            ?(PEN' CN'FOH'R JNCR0P(OHFN> 
            

(Because they used to tell lies). The hypocrites have two characteristics, they lie and they deny the Unseen. 
            

The scholars who stated that the Prophet knew the hypocrites of his time have only the Hadith of Hudhayfah bin Al-
Yaman as evidence. In it the Prophet gave him the names of fourteen hypocrites during the battle of Tabuk. These
hypocrites plotted to assassinate the Prophet during the night on a hill in that area. They planned to excite the Prophet's
camel, so that she would throw him down the hill. Allah informed the Prophet about their plot, and the Prophet told
Hudhayfah their names. 
            

As for the other hypocrites, Allah said about them, 
            ?HNEPEQNFR -NHRDNCOE EQPFN 'D'QL9R1N'(P EOFN@APBOHFN HNEPFR #NGRDP 'DREN/PJFN)P
EN1N/OH'R 9NDNI 'DFQNAN'BP D'N *N9RDNEOGOER FN-RFO FN9RDNEOGOER> 
            

(And among the bedouins around you, some are hypocrites, and so are some among the people of Al-Madinah who
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persist in hypocrisy; you (O Muhammad ) know them not, We know them) (9:101), and, 
            ?DQN&PF DQNER JNF*NGP 'DREOFN@APBOHFN HN'DQN0PJFN API BODOH(PGPER EQN1N6L
HN'DREO1R,PAOHFN API 'DREN/PJFN)P DNFO:R1PJNFQNCN (PGPER +OEQN D'N JO,N'HP1OHFNCN APJGN"
%PD'QN BNDPJD'K - EQNDR9OHFPJFN #NJRFNEN' +OBPAOH'R #O.P0OH'R HNBO*QPDOH'R *NBR*PJD'K > 
            

(If the hypocrites, and those in whose hearts is a disease, and those who spread false news among the people in Al-
Madinah do not cease, We shall certainly let you overpower them, then they will not be able to stay in it as your
neighbors but a little while. Accursed, they shall be seized wherever found, and killed with a (terrible) slaughter) (33:60-
61). 
            

These Ayat prove that the Prophet was not informed about each and everyone among the hypocrites of his time. Rather,
the Prophet was only informed about their characteristics, and he used to assume that some people possessed these
characteristics. Similarly, Allah said, 
            ?HNDNHR FN4N"!O D#N1NJRFN@CNGOER ANDN9N1NAR*NGOE (P3PJEN@GOER
HNDN*N9R1PANFQNGOER API DN-RFP 'DRBNHRDP> 
            

(Had We willed, We could have shown them to you, and you should have known them by their marks; but surely, you will
know them by the tone of their speech!) (47:30). 
            

The most notorious hypocrite at that time was `Abdullah bin Ubayy bin Salul; Zayd bin Arqam - the Companion - gave
truthful testimony to that effect. In addition, `Umar bin Al-Khattab once mentioned the matter of Ibn Salul to the Prophet ,
who said, 
            «%PFQPJ #NCR1NGO #NFR *N*N-N/QN+N 'DR9N1N(O #NFQN EO-NEQN/K' JNBR*ODO #N5R-N'(NG» 
            

(I would not like the Arabs to say to each other that Muhammad is killing his Companions.) 
            

Yet, when Ibn Salul died, the Prophet performed the funeral prayer for him and attended his funeral just as he used to do
with other Muslims. It was recorded in the Sahih that the Prophet said, 
            «%PFQPJ .OJQP1R*O AN'.R*N1R*» 
            

(I was given the choice (to pray for him or not), so I chose.) 
            

In another narration, the Prophet said, 
            «DNHR #N9RDNEO #NFQPJ DNHR 2P/R*O 9NDNI 'D3QN(R9PJFN JO:RAN1O DNGO DN2P/R*» 
            

(If I knew that by asking (Allah to forgive Ibn Salul) more than seventy times that He would forgive him, then I would do
that.) 
            ?HN%P0N' BPJDN DNGOER D'N *OAR3P/OH'R API 'D#N1R6P BN'DOH'R %PFQNEN' FN-RFO EO5RDP-
OHFN - #ND' %PFQNGOER GOEO 'DREOAR3P/OHFN HNDN@CPF D'QN JN4R9O1OHFN > 
            

(11. And when it is said to them: "Do not make mischief on the earth,'' they say: "We are only peacemakers.'') (12. Verily,
they are the ones who make mischief, but they perceive not.) 
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Another Parable of the Hypocrites


    
        
            

            

This is another parable which Allah gave about the hypocrites who sometimes know the truth and doubt it at other times.
When they suffer from doubt, confusion and disbelief, their hearts are, 
            ?CN5NJQP(M> 
            

(Like a Sayyib), meaning, "The rain", as Ibn Mas`ud, Ibn `Abbas, and several other Companions have confirmed as well
as Abu Al-`Aliyah, Mujahid, Sa`id bin Jubayr, `Ata', Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Qatadah, `Atiyah Al-`Awfi, `Ata' Al-Khurasani, As-
Suddi and Ar-Rabi` bin Anas. Ad-Dahhak said "It is the clouds." However, the most accepted opinion is that it means the
rain that comes down during, 
            ?8ODOEN@*P> 
            

(darkness), meaning, here, the doubts, disbelief and hypocrisy. 
            ?HN1N9R/L> 
            

(thunder) that shocks the hearts with fear. The hypocrites are usually full of fear and anxiety, just as Allah described
them, 
            ?JN-R3N(OHFN CODQN 5NJR-N)M 9NDNJRGPER> 
            

(They think that every cry is against them) (63: 4), and, 
            ?HNJN-RDPAOHFN (P'DDQNGP %PFQNGOER DNEPFCOER HNEN' GOE EQPFCOER
HNDN@CPFQNGOER BNHREL JNAR1NBOHFN - DNHR JN,P/OHFN ENDR,N&'K #NHR EN:N@1N'*M #NHR
EO/QN.ND'K DQNHNDQNHR'R %PDNJRGP HNGOER JN,REN-OHFN > 
            

(They swear by Allah that they are truly of you while they are not of you, but they are a people who are afraid. Should
they find refuge, or caves, or a place of concealment, they would turn straightway thereto in a swift rush) (9:56-57). 
            ?'DR(N1RBN> 
            

(The lightning), is in reference to the light of faith that is sometimes felt in the hearts of the hypocrites, 
            ?JN,R9NDOHFN #N5R@(P9NGOER API !N'0N'FPGPE EQPFN 'D5QNHN9PBP -N0N1N 'DRENHR*P
HN'DDQNGO EO-PJ7L (P'DRC@AP1PJFN> 
            

(They thrust their fingers in their ears to keep out the stunning thunderclap for fear of death. But Allah ever encompasses
the disbelievers), meaning, their cautiousness does not benefit them because they are bound by Allah's all-
encompassing will and decision. Similarly, Allah said, 
            ?GNDO #N*N'CN -N/PJ+O 'DR,OFOH/P - AP1R9NHRFN HN+NEOH/N - (NDP 'DQN0PJFN CNAN1OH'R API
*NCR0PJ(M - HN'DDQNGO EPF HN1N"&PGPER EQO-PJ7L > 
            

(Has the story reached you of two hosts. Of Fir`awn (Pharaoh) and Thamud Nay! The disbelievers (persisted) in denying.
And Allah encompasses them from behind!) (85:17-20). 
            

Allah then said, 
            ?JNCN'/O 'DR(N1RBO JN.R7NAO #N(R5N@1NGOER> 
            

(The lightning almost snatches away their sight) meaning, because the lightning is strong itself, and because their
comprehension is weak and does not allow them to embrace the faith. Also, `Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn `Abbas
commented on the Ayah, 
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            ?JNCN'/O 'DR(N1RBO JN.R7NAO #N(R5N@1NGOER> 
            

(The lightning almost snatches away their sight), "The Qur'an mentioned almost all of the secrets of the hypocrites.'' `Ali
bin Abi Talhah also narrated that Ibn `Abbas said, 
            ?CODQNEN" #N6N"!N DNGOE EQN4NHR'R APJGP> 
            

(Whenever it flashes for them, they walk therein), "Whenever the hypocrites acquire a share in the victories of Islam, they
are content with this share. Whenever Islam suffers a calamity, they are ready to revert to disbelief.''. Similarly, Allah
said, 
            ?HNEPFN 'DFQN'3P ENF JN9R(O/O 'DDQNGN 9NDNI -N1RAM AN%PFR #N5N'(NGO .NJR1L '7REN#NFQN
(PGP> 
            

(And among mankind is he who worships Allah on the edge: If good befalls him, he is content with that.) (22:11). Also,
Muhammad bin Ishaq reported that Ibn `Abbas said, 
            ?CODQNEN" #N6N"!N DNGOE EQN4NHR'R APJGP HN%P0N" #N8RDNEN 9NDNJRGPER BN'EOH'R> 
            

(Whenever it flashes for them, they walk therein, and when darkness covers them, they stand still), "They recognize the
truth and speak about it. So their speech is upright, but when they revert to disbeleif, they again fall into confusion.'' This
was also said by Abu Al-`Aliyah, Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Qatadah, Ar-Rabi` bin Anas and As-Suddi, who narrated it from the
Companions, and it is the most obvious and most correct view, and Allah knows best. 
            

Consequently, on the Day of Judgment, the believers will be given a light according to the degree of their faith. Some of
them will gain light that illuminates over a distance of several miles, some more, some less. Some people's light will glow
sometimes and be extinguished at other times. They will, therefore, walk on the Sirat (the bridge over the Fire) in the
light, stopping when it is extinguished. Some people will have no light at all, these are the hypocrites whom Allah
described when He said, 
            ?JNHREN JNBOHDO 'DREOFN@APBOHFN HN'DREOFN@APBN@*O DPDQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R
'F8O1OHFN' FNBR*N(P3R EPF FQOH1PCOER BPJDN '1R,P9OH'R HN1N"!NCOER AN'DR*NEP3OH'R FOH1'K> 
            

(On the Day when the hypocrites @ men and women @ will say to the believers: "Wait for us! Let us get something from
your light!'' It will be said to them; "Go back to you rear! Then seek a light!'') (57:13). 
            

Allah described the believers, 
            ?JNHREN *N1NI 'DREO$REPFPJFN HN'DREO$REPFN@*P JN3R9NI FOH1OGOE (NJRFN #NJR/PJGPER
HN(P#NJREN@FPGPE (O4R1N'COEO 'DRJNHREN ,NFQN@*L *N,R1PI EPF *N-R*PGN' 'D'QLFRGN@1O> 
            

(On the Day you shall see the believing men and the believing women @ their light running forward before them and by
their right hands. Glad tidings for you this Day! Gardens under which rivers flow (Paradise)) (57:12), and, 
            ?JNHREN D'N JO.R2PI 'DDQNGO 'DFQN(PIQN HN'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R EN9NGO FOH1OGOER
JN3R9NI (NJRFN #NJR/PJGPER HN(P#NJREN@FPGPER JNBOHDOHFN 1N(QNFN" #N*REPER DNFN' FOH1NFN'
HN':RAP1R DNFN" %PFQNCN 9NDNI CODQP 4NIR!M BN/PJ1L> 
            

(The Day that Allah will not disgrace the Prophet (Muhammad ) and those who believe with him. Their Light will run
forward before them and (with their Records @ Books of deeds) in their right hands. They will say: "Our Lord! Keep
perfect our Light for us ?and do not put it off till we cross over the Sirat (a slippery bridge over the Hell) safely> and grant
us forgiveness. Verily, You are Able to do all things'') (66:8). 
            

Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that `Abdullah bin Mas`ud commented on, 
            ?FOH1OGOER JN3R9NI (NJRFN #NJR/PJGPER> 
            

(Their Light will run forward before them), "They will pass on the Sirat. according to their deeds. The light that some
people have will be as big as a mountain, while the light of others will be as big as a date tree. The people who will have
the least light are those whose index fingers will sometimes be lit and extinguished at other times.'' Ibn Abi Hatim also
reported that Ibn `Abbas said, "Every person among the people of Tawhid (Islamic Monotheism) will gain a light on the
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Day of Resurrection. As for the hypocrite, his light will be extinguished. When the believers witness the hypocrite's light
being extinguished, they will feel anxious. Hence, they will supplicate, 
            ?1N(QNFN" #N*REPER DNFN' FOH1NFN'> 
            

(Our Lord! Keep perfect our Light for us).'' Ad-Dahhak bin Muzahim said, "On the Day of Resurrection, everyone who has
embraced the faith will be given a light. When they arrive at the Sirat, the light of the hypocrites will be extinguished.
When the believers see this, they will feel anxious and supplicate, 
            ?1N(QNFN" #N*REPER DNFN' FOH1NFN'> 
            

(Our Lord! Keep perfect our Light for us).'' 
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Types of Hearts


    
        
            

            

Imam Ahmad recorded Abu Sa`id saying that the Messenger of Allah said 
            «'DRBODOH(O #N1R(N9N)L: BNDR(L #N,R1N/O APJGP EP+RDO 'D3QP1N',P JN2RGN1O HNBNDR(L
#N:RDNAO EN1R(OH7L 9NDI :PDN'APGP HNBNDR(L ENFRCOH3L HNBNDR(L EO5RAN-L� AN#NEQN' 'DRBNDR(O
'DR#N,R1N/O ANBNDR(O 'DREO$REPFP AN3P1N',OGO APJGP FOH1OGO� HN#NEQN' 'DRBNDR(O 'DR#N:RDNAO
ANBNDR(O 'DRCN'AP1P� HN#NEQN' 'DRBNDR(O 'DRENFRCOH3O ANBNDR(O 'DREOFN'APBP 'DR.N'DP5P
9N1NAN +OEQN #NFRCN1N HN#NEQN' 'DRBNDR(O 'DREO5RAN-O ANBNDR(L APJGP %JEN'FL HNFPAN'BL
HNEN+NDO 'DR%JEN'FP APJGP CNEN+NDP 'DR(NBRDN)P JNEO/QOGN' 'DREN'!O 'D7QNJQP(O HNEN+NDO
'DFQPAN'BP APJGP CNEN+NDP 'DRBO1R-N)P JNEO/QOGN' 'DRBNJR-O HN'D/QNEO AN#NJQO
'DREN'/QN*NJRFP :NDN(N*R 9NDNI 'DR#O.R1NI :NDN(N*R 9NDNJRG» 
            

(The hearts are four (types): polished as shiny as the radiating lamp, a sealed heart with a knot tied around its seal, a
heart that is turned upside down and a wrapped heart. As for the polished heart, it is the heart of the believer and the
lamp is the light of faith. The sealed heart is the heart of the disbeliever. The heart that is turned upside down is the heart
of the pure hypocrite, because he had knowledge but denied it. As for the wrapped heart, it is a heart that contains belief
and hypocrisy. The example of faith in this heart, is the example of the herb that is sustained by pure water. The example
of hypocrisy in it, is the example of an ulcer that thrives on puss and blood. Whichever of the two substances has the
upper hand, it will have the upper hand on that heart). This Hadith has a Jayid Hasan (good) chain of narration. 
            

Allah said, 
            ?HNDNHR 4N"!N 'DDQNGO DN0NGN(N (P3NER9PGPER HN#N(R5N@1PGPER %PFQN 'DDQNGN 9NDNI
CODQP 4NIR!M BN/PJ1L> 
            

(And if Allah willed, He would have taken away their hearing and their sight. Certainly, Allah has power over all things).
Muhammad bin Ishaq reported that Ibn `Abbas commented on Allah's statement, 
            ?HNDNHR 4N"!N 'DDQNGO DN0NGN(N (P3NER9PGPER HN#N(R5N@1PGPER> 
            

(And if Allah willed, He would have taken away their hearing and their sight), "Because they abandoned the truth after
they had knowledge in it.'' 
            ?%PFQN 'DDQNGN 9NDNI CODQP 4NIR!M BN/PJ1L> 
            

(Certainly, Allah has power over all things). Ibn `Abbas said, "Allah is able to punish or pardon His servants as He wills.''
Ibn Jarir commented, "Allah only described Himself with the ability to do everything in this Ayah as a warning to the
hypocrites of His control over everything, and to inform them that His ability completely encompasses them and that He
is able to take away their hearing and sight.'' 
            

Ibn Jarir and several other scholars of Tafsir stated that these two parables are about the same kind of hypocrite. So the
`or' mentioned in, 
            ?#NHR CN5NJQP(M EQPFN 'D3QNEN"!P> 
            

(Or like a rainstorm from the sky) means `and', just as the Ayah, 
            ?HND'N *O7P9R EPFRGOER !N'+PE'K #NHR CNAOH1'K> 
            

(And obey neither a sinner or a disbeliever among them). Therefore, `or' in the Ayah includes a choice of using either
example for the hypocrites. Also, Al-Qurtubi said that `or' means, "To show compatibility of the two choices, just as when
one says, `Sit with Al-Hasan or Ibn Sirin.' According to the view of Az-Zamakhshari, `so it means each of these persons is
the same as the other, so you may sit with either one of them.' The meaning of `or' thus becomes `either.' Allah gave
these two examples of the hypocrites, because they both perfectly describe them.'' 
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I (Ibn Kathir) say, these descriptions are related to the type of hypocrite, because there is a difference between them as
we stated. For instance, Allah mentioned these types in Surat Bara'ah (chapter 9) when He repeated the statement, "And
among them'' three times, describing their types, characteristics, statements and deeds. So the two examples mentioned
here describe two types of hypocrites whose characteristics are similar. For instance, Allah gave two examples in Surat
An-Nur, one for the advocates of disbelief and one for the followers of disbelief, He said, 
            ?HN'DQN0PJFN CNAN1OH'R #N9REN@DOGOER CN3N1N'(M (PBPJ9N)M> 
            

(As for those who disbelieved, their deeds are like a mirage in a desert) (24:39), until, 
            ?#NHR CN8ODOEN@*M API (N-R1M DQO,QPIQM> 
            

(Or (the state of a disbeliever) is like the darkness in a vast deep sea) (24:40). 
            

The first example is of the advocates of disbelief who have complex ignorance, while the second is about the followers
who have simple ignorance. Allah knows best. 
            ?JN@#NJQOGN' 'DFQN'3O '9R(O/OH'R 1N(QNCOEO 'DQN0PIR .NDNBNCOER HN'DQN0PJFN EPF
BN(RDPCOER DN9NDQNCOER *N*QNBOHFN - 'DQN0PI ,N9NDN DNCOEO 'D'QL1R6N AP1N'4'K HN'D3QNEN"!N
(PFN"!K HN#NF2NDN EPFN 'D3QNEN"!P EN"!K AN#N.R1N,N (PGP EPFN 'D+QNEN1N*P 1P2RB'K DQNCOER
AND'N *N,R9NDOH'R DDQNGP #NF/N'/'K HN#NF*OER *N9RDNEOHFN > 
            

(21. O mankind! Worship your Lord (Allah), Who created you and those who were before you so that you may acquire
Taqwa.) (22. Who has made the earth a resting place for you, and the sky as a canopy, and sent down water (rain) from
the sky and brought forth therewith fruits as a provision for you. Then do not set up rivals unto Allah (in worship) while
you know (that He alone has the right to be worshipped).) 
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Tawhid Al-Uluhiyyah

Allah next mentioned His Oneness in divinity and stated that He has favored His servants by bringing them to life after
they did not exist. He also surrounded them with blessings, both hidden and apparent. He made the earth a resting place
for them, just like the bed, stable with the firm mountains. ?HN'D3QNEN"!N (PFN"!K> 

(And the sky as a canopy) meaning, `a ceiling'. Similarly, Allah said in another Ayah, ?HN,N9NDRFN' 'D3QNEN"!N
3NBRA'K EQN-RAOH8'K HNGOER 9NFR !N'JN@*PGN' EO9R1P6OHFN > 

(And We have made the heaven a roof, safe and well-guarded. Yet they turn away from its signs (i.e. sun, moon, winds,
clouds)) (21:32). ?HN#NF2NDN DNCOER EQPFN 'D3QNEN"!P EN"!K> 

(And sends down for you water (rain) from the sky) meaning, through the clouds, when they need the rain. Hence, Allah
caused the various types of vegetation and fruits to grow as a means of sustenance for people and their cattle. Allah
reiterated this bounty in various parts of the Qur'an. 

There is another Ayah that is similar to this Ayah (2:22), that is, Allah's statement, ?'DQN0PI ,N9N@DN DNCO@EO
'D'QL1R6N BN@1N'1'K HN'D3QNEN"!N (PFN@"!K HN5NHQN1NCO@ER AN#N-R3NFN 5OHN1NCO@ER
HN1N2NBNCO@ER EQPFN 'D7QNJQP(N@*P 0NDPCOEO 'DDQNGO 1N(QOCO@ER AN*N@(N@1NCN 'DDQNGO
1N(QO 'DR9N@DNEPJFN> 

(It is He Who has made for you the earth as a dwelling place and the sky as a canopy, and has given you shape and
made your shapes good (looking) and has provided you with good things. That is Allah, your Lord, so Blessed be Allah,
the Lord of all that exists) (40:64). 

The meaning that is reiterated here is that Allah is the Creator, the Sustainer, the Owner and Provider of this life, all that
is in and on it. Hence, He alone deserves to be worshipped, and no one and nothing is to be associated with Him. This is
why Allah said next, ?AND'N *N,R9NDOH'R DDQNGP #NF/N'/'K HN#NF*OER *N9RDNEOHFN> 

(Then do not set up rivals unto Allah (in worship) while you know (that He alone has the right to be worshipped)) (2:22). 

The Two Sahihs record that Ibn Mas`ud said, "I said to the Messenger of Allah , `Which evil deed is the worst with Allah'
He said, «#NFR *N,R9NDN DDGP FP/QK' HNGOHN .NDNBNC» 

(To take an equal with Allah, while He alone created you.)'' 

Also, Mu`adh narrated the Prophet's statement, «#N*N/R1PJ EN' -NBQO 'DDGP 9NDNI 9P(N'/PGP� #NFR
JN9R(O/OHGO HNDN' JO4R1PCOH' (PGP 4NJR&K'» 

(Do you know Allah's right on His servants They must worship Him alone and refrain from associating anything with Him
in worship.) Another Hadith states, «DN' JNBOHDNFQN #N-N/OCOER EN' 4N'!N 'DDGO HN4N'!N AODN'FL�
HNDCPFR DPJNBODR: EN' 4N'!N 'DDGO +OEQN 4N'!N AODN'F» 

(None of you should say, `What Allah and so-and-so person wills. Rather, let him say, `What Allah wills, and then what so-
and-so person wills.) 
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A Hadith with the same Meaning

Imam Ahmad narrated that Al-Harith Al-Ash`ari said that the Prophet of Allah said, «%PFQN 'DDGN 9N2QNHN,NDQN
#NEN1N JN-RJNI (RFN 2NCN1PJQN' 9NDNJRGP 'D3QNDN'EO (P.NER3P CNDPEN'*M #NFR JN9RENDN (PGPFQN�
HN#NFR JN#REO1N (NFPJ %P3R1N'&PJDN #NFR JN9RENDOH' (PGPFQN HN#NFQNGO CN'/N #NFR JO(R7PI!N
(PGN'�ANBN'DN DNGO 9PJ3NI 9NDNJRGP 'D3QNDN'EO: %PFQNCN BN/R #OEP1R*N (P.NER3P CNDPEN'*M #NFR
*N9RENDN (PGPFQN HN*N#REO1N (NFPJ %P3R1N'&PJDN #NFR JN9RENDOH' (PGPFQN AN%PEQN' #NFR
*O(NDQP:NGOER HN%EQN' #NFR #O(NDQP:NGOFQN� ANBN'DN: JN' #N.PJ %PFQPJ #N.R4NI %PFR
3N(NBR*NFPJ #NFR #O9N0QN(N #NHR JO.R3NAN (PJ BN'DN: AN,NEN9N JN-RJNI (RFO 2NCN1PJQN' (NFPJ
%P3R1N'&PJDN APJ (NJR*P 'DRENBR/P3P -N*QNI 'ER*NDN#N 'DREN3R,P/O� ANBN9N/N 9NDNI 'D4QN1NAP AN-
NEP/N 'DDGN HN#N+RFNI 9NDNJRGP +OEQN BN'DN: %PFQN 'DDGN #NEN1NFPJ (P.NER3P CNDPEN'*M #NFR
#N9RENDN (PGPFQN HN"EO1NCOER #NFR *N9RENDOH' (PGPFQN #NHQNDOGOFQN: #NFR *N9R(O/OH' 'DDGN
HNDN' *O4R1PCOH' (PGP 4NJR&K'� AN%PFQN EN+NDN 0DPCN CNEN+NDP 1N,ODM '4R*N1NI 9N(R/K' EPFR
.N'DP5P EN'DPGP (PHN1PBM #NHR 0NGN(M AN,N9NDN JN9RENDO HNJO$N/QPJ :NDQN*NGO %PDI :NJR1P
3NJQP/PGP� AN#NJQOCOER JN3O1QOGO #NFR JNCOHFN 9N(R/OGO CN0DPCN� HN%PFQN 'DDGN
.NDNBNCOER HN1N2NBNCOER AN'9R(O/OHGO HNDN' *O4R1PCOH' (PGP 4NJR&K'. HN"EO1NCOER
(P'D5QNDN')P AN%PFQN 'DDGN JNFR5P(O HN,RGNGO DPHN,RGP 9N(R/PGP EN' DNER JNDR*NAP*R AN%P0N'
5NDQNJR*OER ANDN' *NDR*NAP*OH'. HN"EO1OCOER (P'D5QPJN'EP AN%PFQN EN+NDN 0DPCN CNEN+NDP
1N,ODM EN9NGO 5O1QN)L EPFR EP3RCM APJ 9P5N'(N)M CODQOGOER JN,P/O 1PJ-N 'DREP3RCP HN%PFQN
.NDOHAN ANEP 'D5QN'&PE #N7RJN(O 9PFR/N 'DDGP EPFR 1PJ-P 'DREP3RCP. HN"EO1OCOER (P'D5QN/NBN)P
AN%PFQN EN+NDN 0DPCN CNEN+NDP 1N,ODM #N3N1NGO 'DR9N/OHQO AN4N/QOH' JN/NJRGP %PDI
9OFOBPGP HNBN/QNEOHGO DPJN6R1P(OH' 9OFOBNGO ANBN'DN DNGOER: GNDR DNCOER #NFR
#NAR*N/PJN FNAR3PJ EPFRCOER AN,N9NDN JNAR*N/PJ FNAR3NGO EPFRGOER (P'DRBNDPJDP
HN'DRCN+PJ1P -N*QNI ANCQN FNAR3NGO.HN"EO1OCOER (P0PCR1P 'DDGP CN+PJ1K' HN%PFQN EN+NDN
0DPCN CNEN+NDP 1N,ODP 7NDN(NGO 'DR9N/OHQO 3P1N'9K' APJ #N+N1PGP AN#N*NI -P5RFK' -N5PJFK' AN*N-
N5QNFN APJGP HN%PFQN 'DR9N(R/N#N-R5NFN EN' JNCOHFO EPFN 'D4QNJR7N'FP %P0N' CN'FN APJ 0PCR1P
'DDG» 

(Allah commanded Yahya bin Zakariya to implement five commands and to order the Children of Israel to implement
them, but Yahya was slow in carrying out these commands. `Isa said to Yahya, `You were ordered to implement five
commands and to order the Children of Israel to implement them. So either order, or I will do it.' Yahya said, 'My brother!
I fear that if you do it before me, I will be punished or the earth will be shaken under my feet.' Hence, Yahya bin Zakariya
called the Children of Israel to Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem), until they filled the Masjid. He sat on the balcony, thanked
Allah and praised him and then said, `Allah ordered me to implement five commandments and that I should order you to
adhere to them. The first is that you worship Allah alone and not associate any with Him. The example of this command
is the example of a man who bought a servant from his money with paper or gold. The servant started to work for the
master, but was paying the profits to another person. Who among you would like his servant to do that Allah created you
and sustains you. Therefore, worship Him alone and do not associate anything with Him. I also command you to pray, for
Allah directs His Face towards His servant's face, as long as the servant does not turn away. So when you pray, do not
turn your heads to and fro. I also command you to fast. The example of it is the example of a man in a group of men and
he has some musk wrapped in a piece of cloth, and consequently, all of the group smells the scent of the wrapped musk.
Verily, the odor of the mouth of a fasting person is better before Allah than the scent of musk. I also command you to
give charity. The example of this is the example of a man who was captured by the enemy. They tied his hands to his
neck and brought him forth to cut off his neck. He said to them, 'Can I pay a ransom for myself' He kept ransoming
himself with small and large amounts until he liberated himself. I also command you to always remember Allah. The
example of this deed is that of a man who the enemy is tirelessly pursuing. He takes refuge in a fortified fort. When the
servant remembers Allah, he will be resorting to the best refuge from Satan.) 

Al-Harith then narrated that the Messenger of Allah said, «HN#NFN' "EO1OCOER (P.NER3M 'DDGO #NEN1NFPJ
(PGPFQN: 'DR,NEN'9N)P HN'D3QNER9P HN'D7QN'9N)P HN'DRGP,R1N)P HN'DR,PGN'/P APJ 3N(PJDP 'DDGP.
AN%PFQNGO ENFR .N1N,N EPFN 'DR,NEN'9N)P BPJ/N 4P(R1M ANBN/R .NDN9N 1N(RBN)N 'DR%P3RDN'EP
EPFR 9OFOBPGP %PDQN' #NFR JO1N',P9N HNENFR /N9N' (P/N9RHNI ,N'GPDPJQN)M ANGOHN EPFR ,O+NI
,NGNFQNE» 

BN'DOH': JN' 1N3OHDN 'DDGP HN%PFR 5N'EN HN5NDQNI� ANBN'DN: «HN%PFQN 5NDQNI HN5N'EN HN2N9NEN
#NFQNGO EO3RDPEL� AN'/R9OH' 'DREO3RDPEPJFN (P#N3REN'&PGPER 9NDNI EN' 3NEQN'GOEO 'DDGO
9N2QN HN,NDQN 'DREO3RDPEPJFN 'DREO$REPFPJFN 9P(N'/N 'DDG» 

(And I order you with five commandments that Allah has ordered me. Stick to the Jama`ah (community of the faithful),
listen and obey (your leaders) and perform Hijrah (migration) and Jihad for the sake of Allah. Whoever abandons the
Jama`ah, even the distance of a hand span, will have removed the tie of Islam from his neck, unless he returns. Whoever
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uses the slogans of Jahiliyah (the pre-Islamic period of ignorance) he will be among those kneeling in Jahannam
(Hellfire).) They said, "O Messenger of Allah! Even if he prays and fasts'' He said, (Even if he prays, fasts and claims to
be Muslim. So call the Muslims with their names that Allah has called them: `The Muslims, the believing servants of
Allah.') 

This is a Hasan Hadith, and it contains the statement, "Allah has created and sustains you, so worship Him and do not
associate anything with Him in worship.'' This statement is relevant in the Ayat (2:21-22) we are discussing here and
supports singling Allah in worship, without partners. 
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Jahannam (Hellfire) exists now


    
        
            

            

Many of the Imams of the Sunnah used this Ayah to prove that the Fire exists now. This is because Allah said, 
            ?#O9P/QN*R> 
            

(prepared) meaning, prepared and kept. There are many Hadiths on this subject. For instance, the Prophet said, 
            «*N-N',QN*P 'DR,NFQN)O HN'DFQN'1» 
            

(Paradise and the Fire had an argument..) 
            

Also, the Prophet said, 
            «'3R*N#R0NFN*P 'DFQN'1O 1N(QNGN' ANBN'DN*R: 1N(QP #NCNDN (N96PJ (N9R6K' AN#0PFN DNGN'
(PFNAN3NJRFP: FNAN3M APJ 'D4QP*N'!P HNFNAN3M APJ 'D5QNJRA» 
            

(The Fire sought the permission of her Lord. She said, 'O my Lord! Some parts of me consumed the other parts.' And
Allah allowed her two periods to exhale, one in winter and one in summer.) 
            

Also, there is a Hadith recorded from Ibn Mas`ud that the Companions heard the sound of a falling object. When they
asked about it, the Messenger of Allah said, 
            «GN0N' -N,N1L #ODRBPJN (PGP EPFR 4NAPJ1P ,NGNFQNEN EOFR0O 3N(R9PJFN 3NFN)K� 'DR"FN
HN5NDN %PDI BN9R1PGN'» 
            

(This is a stone that was thrown from the top of Jahannam seventy years ago, but only now reached its bottom.) This
Hadith is in Sahih Muslim. 
            

There are many Hadiths that are Mutawatir (narrated by many different chains of narrations) on this subject, such as the
Hadiths about the eclipse prayer, the night of Isra' etc. 
            

Allah's statements, 
            ?AN#R*OH'R (P3OH1N)M EQPF EQP+RDPGP> 
            

(Then produce a Surah (chapter) of the like thereof) (2:23), and, 
            ?(P3OH1N)M EQP+RDPGP> 
            

(A Surah (chapter) like it) (10:38) this includes the short and long Surahs of the Qur'an. Therefore, the challenge to
creation stands with regards to both the long and short Surahs, and there is no disagreement that I know of on this fact
between the scholars of old and new. Before he became Muslim, `Amr bin Al-`As met Musaylimah the Liar who asked
him, "What has recently been revealed to your fellow (meaning Muhammad ) in Makkah'' `Amr said, "A short, yet
eloquent Surah.'' He asked, "What is it'' He said, 
            ?HN'DR9N5R1P - %PFQN 'D%PF3N@FN DNAPI .O3R1M > 
            

(By Al-`Asr (the time). Verily, man is in loss,) (103:1-2) 
            

Musaylimah thought for a while and said, "A similar Surah was also revealed to me.'' `Amr asked, "What is it'' He said, "O
Wabr, O Wabr (i.e. a wild cat), you are but two ears and a chest, and the rest of you is unworthy and thin.'' `Amr said, "By
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Allah! You know that I know that you are lying.'' 
            ?HN(N4QP1P 'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R HN9NEPDOH'R 'D5QN@DP-N'*P #NFQN DNGOER ,NFQN@*M
*N,R1PI EPF *N-R*PGN' 'D#NFRGN@1O CODQNEN' 1O2PBOH'R EPFRGN' EPF +NEN1N)M 1QP2RB'K BN'DOH'R
GN@0N' 'DQN0PI 1O2PBRFN' EPF BN(RDO HN#O*OH'R (PGP EO*N4N@(PG'K HNDNGOER APJGN" #N2RHN,L
EQO7NGQN1N)L HNGOER APJGN' .N@DP/OHFN > 
            

(25. And give glad tidings to those who believe and do righteous good deeds, that for them will be Gardens under which
rivers flow (Paradise). Every time they will be provided with a fruit therefrom, they will say: "This is what we were
provided with before,'' and they will be given things in resemblance (i.e. in the same form but different in taste) and they
shall have therein Azwajun Mutahharatun (purified mates or wives), and they will abide therein forever.) 
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Rewards of Righteous Believers

After mentioning the torment that Allah has prepared for His miserable enemies who disbelieve in Him and in His
Messengers, He mentions the condition of His happy, loyal friends who believe in Him and in His Messengers, adhere to
the faith and perform the good deeds. This is the reason why the Qur'an was called Mathani, based on the correct
opinion of the scholars. We will elaborate upon this subject later. Mathani means to mention faith and then disbelief, or
vice versa. Or, Allah mentions the miserable and then the happy, or vice versa. As for mentioning similar things, it is
called Tashabbuh, as we will come to know, Allah willing. Allah said, ?HN(N4QP1P 'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R
HN9NEPDOH'R 'D5QN@DP-N'*P #NFQN DNGOER ,NFQN@*M *N,R1PI EPF *N-R*PGN' 'D#NFRGN@1O> 

(And give glad tidings to those who believe and do righteous good deeds, that for them will be Gardens under which
rivers flow (Paradise)). Consequently, Allah stated that Paradise has rivers that run beneath it, meaning, underneath its
trees and rooms. From Hadiths it is learned that the rivers of Paradise do not run in valleys, and that the banks of Al-
Kawthar (the Prophet's lake in Paradise) are made of domes of hollow pearls, the sand of Paradise is made of scented
musk while its stones are made from pearls and jewels. We ask Allah to grant Paradise to us, for verily, He is the Most
Beneficent, Most Gracious. 

Ibn Abi Hatim reported that Abu Hurayrah said that the Messenger of Allah said, «#NFRGN'1O 'DR,NFQN)P
*NAN,QN1O *N-R*N *PDN'DM #NHR EPFR *N-R*P ,P(N'DP 'DREP3RC» 

(The rivers of Paradise spring from beneath hills, or mountains of musk.) 

He also reported from Masruq that `Abdullah said, "The rivers of Paradise spring from beneath mountains of musk.'' 
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A Parable about the Life of This World

Abu Ja`far Ar-Razi reported that Ar-Rabi` bin Anas commented on this Ayah (2:26); "This is an example that Allah has
given for the life of this world. The mosquito lives as long as it needs food, but when it gets fat, it dies. This is also the
example of people whom Allah mentioned in the Qur'an: when they acquire (and collect the delights of) the life of this
world, Allah then takes them away.'' Afterwards, he recited, ?ANDNEQN' FN3OH'R EN' 0OCQP1OH'R (PGP AN*N-
RFN' 9NDNJRGPER #N(RHN'(N CODQP 4NIR!M> 

(So, when they forgot (the warning) with which they had been reminded, We opened for them the gates of every
(pleasant) thing) (6:44) 

In this Ayah (2:26) Allah stated that He does not shy away or hesitate in making an example or parable of anything,
whether the example involves a significant or an insignificant matter. 

Allah's statement, ?ANEN' ANHRBNGN'> 

(Or so much more when it is bigger than it) Fama fawqaha means, something bigger than the mosquito, which is one of
the most insignificant and tiniest of creatures. Muslim narrated that Aishah said that the Messenger of Allah said, «EN'
EPFR EO3RDPEM JO4N'CO 4NHCN)K ANEN' ANHRBNGN' %PDQN' CO*P(N*R DNGO (PGN' /N1N,N)L� HNEO-
PJN*R 9NFRGO (PGN' .N7PJ&N)» 

(No Muslim is harmed by a thorn, Fama fawqaha (or something larger), but a good deed will be written for him and an
evil deed will be erased from his record.) 

So Allah has informed us that there is no matter that is too small that is exempt from being used as an example, even if it
was as insignificant as a mosquito or a spider. Allah said, ?J#NJQOGN' 'DFQN'3O 6O1P(N EN+NDL AN'3R*NEP9OH'R
DNGO %PFQN 'DQN0PJFN *N/R9OHFN EPF /OHFP 'DDQNGP DNF JN.RDOBOH'R 0O(N'('K HNDNHP
',R*NEN9OH'R DNGO HN%PF JN3RDO(RGOEO 'D0QO(N'(O 4NJR&'K D'QN JN3R*NFBP0OHGO EPFRGO 6N9OAN
'D7QN'DP(O HN'DREN7RDOH(O > 

(O mankind! A similitude has been coined, so listen to it (carefully): Verily, those on whom you call besides Allah, cannot
create (even) a fly, even though they combine together for the purpose. And if the fly snatches away a thing from them,
they will have no power to release it from the fly. So weak are (both) the seeker and the sought.) (22:73), ?EN+NDO
'DQN0PJFN '*QN.N0OH'R EPF /OHFP 'DDQNGP #NHRDPJN"!N CNEN+NDP 'DR9NFCN(OH*P '*QN.N0N*R (NJR*'K
HN%PFQN #NHRGNFN 'DR(OJOH*P DN(NJR*O 'DR9NFCN(OH*P DNHR CN'FOH'R JN9RDNEOHFN > 

(The likeness of those who take (false deities as) Awliya' (protectors, helpers) other than Allah is the likeness of a spider
who builds (for itself) a house; but verily, the frailest (weakest) of houses is the spider's house @ if they but knew.)
(29:41), and, ?#NDNER *N1N CNJRAN 6N1N(N 'DDQNGO EN+ND'K CNDPEN)K 7NJQP(N)K CN4N,N1)M
7NJQP(N)M #N5RDOGN' +N'(P*L HNAN1R9OGN' API 'D3QNEN"!P - *O$R*PI #OCODNGN' CODQN -PJFM
(P%P0RFP 1N(QPGN' HNJN6R1P(O 'DDQNGO 'D#NER+N'DN DPDFQN'3P DN9NDQNGOER JN*N0NCQN1OHFN -
HNEN+DO CNDPEN)M .N(PJ+N)M CN4N,N1N)M .N(PJ+N)M ',R*O+QN*R EPF ANHRBP 'D'QL1R6P EN' DNGN' EPF
BN1N'1M - JO+N(QP*O 'DDQNGO 'DQN0PJFN !N'ENFOH'R (P'DRBNHRDP 'D+QN'(P*P API 'DR-NJNH)P
'D/QOFRJN' HNAPI 'D'QL.P1N)P HNJO6PDQO 'DDQNGO 'D8QN@DPEPJFN HNJNAR9NDO 'DDQNGO EN' JN4N"!O
> 

(See you not how Allah sets forth a parable A goodly word as a goodly tree, whose root is firmly fixed, and its branches
(reach) to the sky (i.e. very high). Giving its fruit at all times, by the leave of its Lord, and Allah sets forth parables for
mankind in order that they may remember. And the parable of an evil word is that of an evil tree uprooted from the
surface of earth, having no stability. Allah will keep firm those who believe, with the word that stands firm in life of this
world (i.e. they will keep on worshipping Allah alone and none else), and in the Hereafter. And Allah will cause the
Zalimin (polytheists and wrongdoers) to go astray those and Allah does what He wills.) (14:24-27). Allah said, ?6N1N(N
'DDQNGO EN+ND'K 9N(R/K' EQNERDOHCK' D'QN JNBR/P1O 9NDNI 4NIR!M> 

(Allah puts forward the example of (two men @ a believer and a disbeliever); a servant under the possession of another,
he has no power of any sort) (16:75). He then said, ?HN6N1N(N 'DDQNGO EN+ND'K 1QN,ODNJRFP #N-N/OGOEN"
#N(RCNEO D'N JNBR/P1O 9NDNI 4NIR!M HNGOHN CNDQL 9NDNI ENHRD'GO #NJRFNEN' JOHN,QPGGQO D'N
JN#R*P (P.NJR1M GNDR JN3R*NHPI GOHN HNENF JN#REO1O (P'DR9N/RDP> 

(And Allah puts forward (another) example of two men, one of them dumb, who has no power over anything, and he is a
burden on his master; whichever way he directs him, he brings no good. Is such a man equal to one who commands
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justice) (16:76). Also, Allah said, ?6N1N(N DNCOER EQN+ND'K EQPFR #NFAO3PCOER GNDR DQNCOER EQPF
EQN' ENDNCN*R #NJREN@FOCOER EQPF 4O1NCN"!N API EN' 1N2NBRFN@COER> 

(He sets forth for you a parable from your own selves: Do you have partners among those whom your right hands
possess (i.e. your servants) to share as equals in the wealth we have bestowed on you) (30:28). 

Mujahid commented on Allah's statement, ?%PFQN 'DDQNGN D'N JN3R*N-RIP #NF JN6R1P(N EN+ND'K EQN'
(N9OH6N)K ANEN' ANHRBNGN'> 

(Verily, Allah is not ashamed to set forth a parable even of a mosquito or so much more when it is bigger than it.) "The
believers believe in these parables, whether they involve large matters or small, because they know that they are the
truth from their Lord, and Allah guides the believers by these parables.'' 

In his Tafsir, As-Suddi reported that Ibn `Abbas, Ibn Mas`ud and other people among the Companions said, ?JO6PDQO
(PGP CN+PJ1K'> 

(By it He misleads many), "Meaning the hypocrites. Allah guides the believers with these parables, and the straying of
the hypocrites increases when they reject the parables that Allah mentioned for them which they know are true. This is
how Allah misleads them.'' ?HNJNGR/PJ (PGP> 

(And He guides thereby) meaning, with the parables, ?CN+PJ1'K> 

(many) from among the people of faith and conviction. Allah adds guidance to their guidance, and faith to their faith,
because they firmly believe in what they know to be true, that is, the parables that Allah has mentioned. This is guidance
that Allah grants them; ?HNEN' JO6PDQO (PGP %PD'QN 'DRAN@3PBPJFN> 

(And He misleads thereby only the Fasiqin (the rebellious, disobedient to Allah)), meaning, the hypocrites. The Arabs say
that the date has Fasaqat, when it comes out of its skin, and they call the mouse a Fuwaysiqah, because it leaves its den
to cause mischief. The Two Sahihs recorded `A'ishah saying that the Messenger of Allah said, «.NER3L ANHN'3PBO
JOBR*NDRFN APJ 'DR-PDQP HN'DR-N1NEP: 'D:O1N'(O HN'DR-P/N#N)O HN'DR9NBR1N(O HN'DRAN#R1N)O
HN'DRCNDR(O 'DR9NBOH1» 

(Five animals are Fawasiq, and they must be killed during Ihram and otherwise: the crow, the kite, the scorpion, the
mouse and the rabid dog.) eFasiq, includes the disbeliever and the disobedient. However, the Fisq of the disbeliever is
worse, and this is the type of Fasiq that the Ayah is describing here, because Allah described them as, ?'DQN0PJFN
JNFBO6OHFN 9NGR/N 'DDQNGP EPF (N9R/P EPJ+N@BPGP HNJNBR7N9OHFN EN" #NEN1N 'DDQNGO (PGP
#NF JOH5NDN HNJOAR3P/OHFN APJ 'D'QL1R6P #OHDN@&PCN GOEO 'DR.N@3P1OHFN > 

(Those who break Allah's covenant after ratifying it, and sever what Allah has ordered to be joined and do mischief on
earth, it is they who are the losers.) 

These are the characteristics of the disbelievers and they contradict the qualities of the believers. Similarly, Allah said in
Surat Ar-Ra`d, ?#NANENF JN9RDNEO #NFQNEN" #OF2PDN %PDNJRCN EPF 1N(QPCN 'DR-NBQO CNENFR
GOHN #N9RENI %PFQNEN' JN*N0NCQN1O #OHRDOH'R 'D#NDR(N@(P - 'DQN0PJFN JOHAOHFN (P9NGR/P
'DDQNGP HND'N JPFBO6OHFN 'DREPJ+N@BN - HN'DQN0PJFN JN5PDOHFN EN" #NEN1N 'DDQNGO (PGP #NF
JOH5NDN HNJN.R4NHRFN 1N(QNGOER HNJN.N'AOHFN 3OH!N 'D-P3N'(P > 

(Shall he then, who knows that what has been revealed unto you (O Muhammad ) from your Lord is the truth, be like him
who is blind But it is only the men of understanding that pay heed. Those who fulfill the covenant of Allah and break not
the Mithaq (bond, treaty, covenant). And those who join that which Allah has commanded to be joined (i.e. they are good
to their relatives and do not sever the bond of kinship), and fear their Lord, and dread the terrible reckoning.) (13:19-21))
until, ?HN'DQN0PJFN JNFBO6OHFN 9NGR/N 'DDQNGP EPF (N9R/P EPJ+N@BPGP HNJNBR7N9OHFN EN"
#NEN1N 'DDQNGO (PGP #NF JOH5NDN HNJOAR3P/OHFN API 'D'QL1R6P #OHRDN@&PCN DNGOEO
'DDQN9RFN)O HNDNGOER 3OH!O 'D/QN'1P > 

(And those who break the covenant of Allah, after its ratification, and sever that which Allah has commanded to be joined
(i.e. they sever the bond of kinship and are not good to their relatives), and work mischief in the land, on them is the
curse (i.e. they will be far away from Allah's mercy), and for them is the unhappy (evil) home (i.e. Hell).) (13:25) 

The covenant that these deviant people broke is Allah's covenant with His creation, that is, to obey Him and avoid the
sins that He prohibited. This covenant was reiterated in Allah's Books and by the words of His Messengers. Ignoring this
covenant constitutes breaking it. It was said that the Ayah (2:27) is about the disbelievers and the hypocrites among the
People of the Book. In this case, the covenant that they broke is the pledge that Allah took from them in the Tawrah to
follow Muhammad when he is sent as a Prophet, and to believe in him, and in what he was sent with. Breaking Allah's
covenant in this case occured when the People of the Book rejected the Prophet after they knew the truth about him, and
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they hid this truth from people, even though they swore to Allah that they would do otherwise. Allah informed us that they
threw the covenant behind their backs and sold it for a miserable price. 

It was also reported that the Ayah (2:27) refers to all disbelievers, idol worshippers and hypocrites. Allah took their pledge
to believe in His Oneness, showing them the signs that testify to His Lordship. He also took a covenant from them to
obey His commands and refrain from His prohibitions, knowing that His Messengers would bring proofs and miracles that
none among the creation could ever produce. These miracles testified to the truth of Allah's Messengers. The covenant
was broken when the disbelievers denied what was proven to them to be authentic and rejected Allah's Prophets and
Books, although they knew that they were the truth. This Tafsir was reported from Muqatil bin Hayyan, and it is very
good. It is also the view that Az-Zamakhshari held. 

Allah's statement next, ?HNJNBR7N9OHFN EN" #NEN1N 'DDQNGO (PGP #NF JOH5NDN> 

(And sever what Allah has ordered to be joined) is in reference to keeping the relations with the relatives, as Qatadah
asserted. This Ayah is similar to Allah's statement, ?ANGNDR 9N3NJR*OER %PF *NHNDQNJR*OER #NF
*OAR3P/OH'R API 'D'QL1R6P HN*OBN7QP9OH'R #N1R-N'ENCOER > 

(Would you then, if you were given the authority, do mischief in the land, and sever your ties of kinship) (47:22) 

Ibn Jarir At-Tabari preferred this opinion. However, it has been said that the meaning of the Ayah (2:27) here is more
general. Hence, everything that Allah has commanded to nurture, and the people severed, is included in its meaning. 
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The Obligation of appointing a Khalifah and some related Issues


    
        
            

            

Al-Qurtubi, as well as other scholars, said that this Ayah (2:30) proves the obligation of appointing a Khalifah to pass
judgements on matters of dispute between people, to aid the oppressed against the oppressor, to implement the Islamic
penal code and to forbid evil. There are many other tasks that can only be fulfilled by appointing the Imam, and what is
necessary in performing an obligation, is an obligation itself. We should state here that Imamah occurs by either naming
a successor, as a group among Ahl As-Sunnah scholars said occurred - by the Prophet - in the case of Abu Bakr, or
hinting to a successor. Or, the current Khalifah names a certain person as Khalifah after him, as Abu Bakr did with `Umar.
Or, the Khalifah might leave the matter in the hands of the Muslim consultative council, or a group of righteous men, just
as `Umar did. Or, the people of authority could gather around a certain person to whom they give the pledge of
allegiance, or they could select one among them to choose the candidate, according to the majority of the scholars. 
            

The Khalifah must be a responsible adult Muslim male, able to perform Ijtihad (independent legal judgments), bodily able,
righteous, with knowledge of warfare, politics. He also must be from the tribe of Quraysh, according to the correct view,
but it is not necessary that he be from the tribe of Bani Hashim, or that he be immune from error, as the Rafidah (Shiites)
falsely claim. 
            

When the Khalifah becomes an immoral person (Fasiq), should he be impeached There is disagreement over this matter,
but the correct view is that he is not to be removed, because the Messenger of Allah said, 
            «%PDQN' #NFR *N1NHR' COAR1K' (NHN'-K' 9PFR/NCOER EPFN 'DDGP APJGP (O1RGN'F» 
            

(Unless you witness a clear Kufr regarding which you have clear proof from Allah. ) 
            

Does the Khalifah have the right to resign from his post There is a difference on this issue. It is a fact that Al-Hasan bin
`Ali removed himself from the position of Khalifah and surrendered it to Mu`awiyah. However, this occurred because of a
necessity, and Al-Hasan was praised for this action. 
            

It is not permissible to appoint two Imams for the world or more at the same time. This is not allowed because the
Messenger of Allah said, 
            «ENFR ,N'!NCOER HN#NER1OCOER ,NEPJ9L JO1PJ/O #NFR JOAN1QPBN (NJRFNCOER AN'BR*ODOHGO
CN'&PFK' ENFR CN'F» 
            

(Whoever came to you while you are united and tried to divide you, then execute him, no matter who he is.) 
            

This is the view of the majority of scholars. Imam Al-Haramayn stated that Abu Ishaq allowed the appointment of two or
more Imams when the various provinces are far away from each other. However, Imam Al-Haramayn himself was
indecisive about this view. 
            ?HN9NDQNEN !N'/NEN 'D#N3REN"!N CODQNGN' +OEQN 9N1N6NGOER 9NDNI 'DRENDN@&PCN)P
ANBN'DN #NF(P&OHFPI (P#N3REN"!P GN@$OD'N!P %PF COF*OER 5N@/PBPJFN - BN'DOH'R 3O(R-N@FNCN
D'N 9PDREN DNFN" %PD'QN EN' 9NDQNER*NFN" %PFQNCN #NF*N 'DR9NDPJEO 'DR-NCPJEO - BN'DN
JN@'!N'/NEO #NF(P&RGOE (P#N3REN"&PGPER ANDNEQN" #NF(N#NGOE (P#N3REN"&PGPE BN'DN #NDNER
#NBOD DQNCOER %PFQPJ #N9RDNEO :NJR(N 'D3QNEN@HN'*P HN'D'QL1R6P HN#N9RDNEO EN' *O(R/OHFN
HNEN' COF*OER *NCR*OEOHFN > 
            

(31. And He taught Adam all the names (of everything), then He showed them to the angels and said, "Tell Me the
names of these if you are truthful.'') (32. They (angels) said: "Glory is to You, we have no knowledge except what you
have taught us. Verily, You are the Knower, the Wise.'') (33. He said: "O Adam! Inform them of their names,'' and when
he had informed them of their names, He said: "Did I not tell you that I know the Ghayb (unseen) in the heavens and the
earth, and I know what you reveal and what you have been concealing'') 
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Honoring Adam when the Angels prostrated before Him

This Ayah mentions the great honor that Allah granted Adam, and Allah reminded Adam's offspring of this fact. Allah
commanded the angels to prostrate before Adam, as this Ayah and many Hadiths testify, such as the Hadith about the
intercession that we discussed. There is a Hadith about the supplication of Musa, "O my Lord! Show me Adam who
caused us and himself to be thrown out of Paradise.'' When Musa met Adam, he said to him, "Are you Adam whom Allah
created with His Own Hands, blew life into and commanded the angels to prostrate before'' Iblis was among Those
ordered to prostrate before Adam, although He was not an Angel 

When Allah commanded the angels to prostrate before Adam, Iblis was included in this command. Although Iblis was not
an angel, he was trying - and pretending - to imitate the angels' behavior and deeds, and this is why he was also
included in the command to the angels to prostrate before Adam. Satan was criticized for defying that command, as we
will explain with detail, Allah willing, when we mention the Tafsir of Allah's statement, ?%PD'QN %P(RDPJ3N CN'FN
EPFN 'DR,PFQP ANAN3NBN 9NFR #NER1P 1N(QPGP> 

(Except Iblis (Satan). He was one of the Jinn; he disobeyed the command of his Lord.) (18:50) 

Similarly, Muhammad bin Ishaq reported that Ibn `Abbas said, "Before he undertook the path of sin, Iblis was with the
angels and was called `Azazil.' He was among the residents of the earth and was one of the most active worshippers and
knowledgeable persons among the angels. This fact caused him to be arrogant. Iblis was from a genus called Jinn.'' 
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The Prostration was before Adam but the Obedience was to Allah


    
        
            

            

Qatadah commented on Allah's statement, 
            ?HN%P0R BODRFN' DPDRENDN@&PCN)P '3R,O/OH'R D'QK/NEN> 
            

(And (remember) when We said to the angels: "Prostrate yourselves before Adam.'') 
            

"The obedience was for Allah and the prostration was before Adam. Allah honored Adam and commanded the angels to
prostrate before him.'' Some people said that this prostration was just a prostration of greeting, peace and honor, hence
Allah's statement, 
            ?HN1NAN9N #N(NHNJRGP 9NDNI 'DR9N1R4P HN.N1QOH'R DNGO 3O,QN/N' HNBN'DN J#N(N*P GN@0N'
*N#RHPJDO 1O$RJN@I EPF BN(RDO BN/R ,N9NDNGN' 1N(QPI -NBQK'> 
            

(And he (Prophet Yusuf) raised his parents to the throne and they fell down before him prostrate. And he said: "O my
father! This is the interpretation of my dream aforetime! My Lord has made it come true!'') (12:100) 
            

The practice of prostrating was allowed for previous nations, but was repealed for ours. Mu`adh said to the Prophet , "I
visited Ash-Sham and found that they used to prostate before their priests and scholars. You, O Messenger of Allah, are
more deserving of prostration.'' The Prophet said, 
            «DN' DNHR COFR*O "EP1K' (N4N1K' #FR JN3R,O/N DP(N4N1M DN#NEN1R*O 'DREN1R#)N #FR *N3R,O/N
DP2NH,PGN' EPFR 9P8NEP -NBQPGP 9NDNJRGN'» 
            

(No. If I was to command any human to prostrate before another human, I would command the wife to prostrate before
her husband because of the enormity of his right on her.) 
            

Ar-Razi agreed with this view. Also, Qatadah said about Allah's statement, 
            ?AN3N,N/OH'R %PD'QN %P(RDPJ3N #N(NI HN'3R*NCR(N1N HNCN'FN EPFN 'DRCN@AP1PJFN> 
            

(And they prostrated except Iblis (Shaytan), he refused and was proud and was one of the disbelievers (disobedient to
Allah).) 
            

"Iblis, the enemy of Allah, envied Adam because Allah honored Adam. He said, `I was created from fire, and he was
created from clay.' Therefore, the first error ever committed was arrogance, for the enemy of Allah was too arrogant to
prostrate before Adam.'' I - Ibn Kathir - say, the following is recorded in the Sahih, 
            «DN' JN/R.ODO 'DR,NFQN)N ENFR CN'FN APJ BNDR(PGP EP+RBN'DO -N(QN)M EPFR .N1R/NDM EPFR
CP(R1» 
            

(No person who has the weight of a mustard seed of arrogance in his heart shall enter Paradise.) 
            

Iblis had disbelief, arrogance, and rebellion, all of which caused him to be expelled from the holy presence of Allah, and
His mercy. 
            ?HNBODRFN' JN'!N'/NEO '3RCOFR #NFR*N HN2NHR,OCN 'DR,NFQN)N HNCOD'N EPFRGN' 1N:N/K' -
NJR+O 4P&R*OEN' HND'N *NBR1N(N' GN@0PGP 'D4QN,N1N)N AN*NCOHFN' EPFN 'DR8QN@DPEPJFN -
AN#N2NDQNGOEN' 'D4QNJR7N@FO 9NFRGN' AN#N.R1N,NGOEN' EPEQN' CN'FN' APJGP HNBODRFN'
'GR(P7OH'R (N9R6OCOER DP(N9R6M 9N/OHQL HNDNCOER API 'D#N1R6P EO3R*NBN1QL HNEN*N@9L %PDNI -
PJFM > 
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Adam was honored again

Allah honored Adam by commanding the angels to prostrate before him, so they all complied except for Iblis. Allah then
allowed Adam to live and eat wherever and whatever he wished in Paradise. Al-Hafiz Abu Bakr bin Marduwyah reported
Abu Dharr saying, "I said, `O Messenger of Allah! Was Adam a Prophet' He said, «FN9NER FN(PJQK' 1N3OHDK'
CNDQNENGO 'DDQNGO BO(ODK'» 

(Yes. He was a Prophet and a Messenger to whom Allah spoke directly), meaning ?'3RCOFR #NF*N HN2NHR,OCN
'DR,NFQN)N> 

((O Adam!) Dwell you and your wife in the Paradise.)'' 
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Adam was very Tall

Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that Ubayy bin Ka`b said that the Messenger of Allah said, «%PFQN 'DDGN .NDNBN "/NEN
1N,ODK' 7OHN'DK' CN+PJ1N 4N9R1P 'D1QN#R3P CN#NFQNGO FN.RDN)L 3N-OHBL� ANDNEQN' 0N'BN
'D4QN,N1N)N 3NBN7N 9NFRGO DP(N'3OGO AN#NHQNDO EN' (N/N' EPFRGO 9NHR1N*OGO� ANDNEQN' FN8N1N
%DI 9NHR1*PG ,N9NDN JN4R*N/QO APJ 'DR,NFQN)P AN#N.N0N*R 4N9R1NGO 4N,N1N)L ANFN'2N9NGN'�
ANFN'/N'GO 'D1QN-REFO: JN' "/NEO EPFQPJ *NAP1QO� ANDNEQN' 3NEP9N CND'EN 'D1QN-REFP BN'DN: JN'
1N(QP DN' HDNCPFP '3R*P-RJN'!» 

(Allah created Adam tall, with thick hair, just as a date tree with full branches. When Adam ate from the forbidden tree,
his cover fell off, and the first thing that appeared was his private area. When he saw his private area, he ran away in
Paradise and his hair got caught in a tree. He tried to free himself and Ar-Rahman called him, 'O Adam! Are you running
away from Me' When Adam heard the words of Ar-Rahman (Allah), he said, 'No, O my Lord! But I am shy.') 
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The Support that comes with Patience and Prayer


    
        
            

            

Allah commanded His servants to use patience and prayer to acquire the good of this life and the Hereafter. Muqatil bin
Hayan said that this Ayah means, "Utilize patience and the obligatory prayer in seeking the Hereafter. As for patience
(here), they say that it means fasting.'' There are similar texts reported from Mujahid. Al-Qurtubi and other scholars
commented, "This is why Ramadan is called the month of patience,'' as is mentioned in the Hadith literature. It was also
said that `patience' in the Ayah means, refraining from evil, and this is why `patience' was mentioned along with practicing
acts of worship, especially and foremost, the prayer. Also, Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that `Umar bin Al-Khattab said, "There
are two types of patience: good patience when the disaster strikes, and a better patience while avoiding the prohibitions
of Allah.'' Ibn Abi Hatim said that Al-Hasan Al-Basri was reported to have said similarly. 
            

Allah then said, 
            ?H'D5QNDNH)P> 
            

(And As-Salah (the prayer).) 
            

The prayer is one of the best means of assistance for firmly adhering to Allah's orders, just as Allah said; 
            ?'*RDO EN' #OHR-PIN %PDNJRCN EPFN 'DRCP*N@(P HN#NBPEP 'D5QNDNH)N %PFQN 'D5QNDNH)N
*NFRGNI 9NFP 'DRAN-R4N"!P HN'DREOFRCN1P HNDN0PCR1O 'DDQNGP #NCR(N1O> 
            

(Recite (O Muhammad ) what has been revealed to you of the Book (the Qur'an), and perform As-Salah. Verily, As-Salah
(the prayer) prevents from Al-Fahsha' (i.e. great sins of every kind), and Al-Munkar and the remembrance of (praising) of
(you by) Allah is greater indeed) (29:45). 
            

The personal pronoun in the Ayah, 
            ?HN%PFQNGN' DNCN(PJ1N)L> 
            

(And truly, it is extremely heavy and hard) refers to prayer, as Mujahid is reported to have said, and it was also the choice
of Ibn Jarir. It is possible that the pronoun might be referring to the advice - to observe patience and the prayer -
mentioned in the same Ayah. Similarly, Allah said about Qarun (Korah), 
            ?HNBN'DN 'DQN0PJFN #OH*OH'R 'DR9PDREN HNJRDNCOER +NHN'(O 'DDQNGP .NJR1L DQPENFR
!N'ENFN HN9NEPDN 5N@DP-'K HND'N JODNBQN'GN" %PD'QN 'D5QN@(P1OHFN > 
            

(But those who had been given (religious) knowledge said: "Woe to you! The reward of Allah (in the Hereafter) is better
for those who believe and do righteous good deeds, and this, none shall attain except As-Sabirun (the patient).'') (28:80). 
            

Also, Allah said, 
            ?HND'N *N3R*NHPI 'DR-N3NFN)O HND'N 'D3QNJQP&N)O '/RAN9R (P'DQN*PI GPIN #N-R3NFO AN%P0N'
'DQN0PI (NJRFNCN HN(NJRFNGO 9N/N'HN)L CN#NFQNGO HNDPIQL -NEPJEL - HNEN' JODNBQN'GN' %PD'QN
'DQN0PJFN 5N(N1OH'R HNEN' JODNBQN'GN" %PD'QN 0OH -N8QP 9N8PJEM > 
            

(The good deed and the evil deed cannot be equal. Repel (the evil) with one which is better then verily he, between
whom and you there was enmity, (will become) as though he was a close friend. But none is granted it (the above
quality) except those who are patient @ and none is granted it except the owner of the great portion (of happiness in the
Hereafter and) in this world.) (41:34-35) meaning, this advice is only implemented by those who are patient and the
fortunate. In any case, Allah's statement here means, prayer is `heavy and burdensome', 
            ?%PD'QN 9NDNI 'DR.N@4P9PJFN> 
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(except for Al-Khashi`in.) 
            

Ibn Abi Talhah reported that Ibn `Abbas commented on this Ayah, "They (Al-Khashi`in) are those who believe in what
Allah has revealed.'' 
            

Allah's statement, 
            ?'DQN0PJFN JN8OFQOHFN #NFQNGOE EQODN@BOH' 1N(QPGPER HN#NFQNGOER %PDNJRGP
1N,P9OHFN > 
            

(They are those who are certain that they are going to meet their Lord, and that unto Him they are going to return.)
continues the subject that was started in the previous Ayah. Therefore, the prayer, or the advice to observe it is heavy, 
            ?%PD'QN 9NDNI 'DR.N@4P9PJFN'DQN0PJFN JN8OFQOHFN #NFQNGOE EQODN@BOH' 1N(QPGPER> 
            

(except for Al-Khashi`in. (They are those) who are certain (Yazunnuna) that they are going to meet their Lord,) meaning,
they know that they will be gathered and face their Lord on the Day of Resurrection, 
            ?HN#NFQNGOER %PDNJRGP 1N,P9OHFN> 
            

(and that unto Him they are going to return.) meaning, their affairs are all subject to His will and He justly decides what
He wills. Since they are certain that they will be returned to Allah and be reckoned, it is easy for them to perform the acts
of obedience and refrain from the prohibitions. Ibn Jarir commented on Allah's statement; 
            ?JN8OFQOHFN #NFQNGOE EQODN@BOH' 1N(QPGPER> 
            

(Yazunnuna that they are going to meet their Lord) 
            

Ibn Jarir said; "The Arabs call certainty as well as doubt, Zann. There are similar instances in the Arabic language where
a subject as well as its opposite share the same name. For instance, Allah said, 
            ?HN1N#NI 'DREO,R1PEOHFN 'DFQN'1N AN8NFQOH'R #NFQNGOER EQOHN'BP9OHGN'> 
            

(And the Mujrimun (criminals, polytheists, sinners), shall see the Fire and Zannu (apprehend) that they have to fall
therein)''(18:53). 
            

It is recorded in the Sahih that on the Day of Resurrection, Allah will say to a servant, "Have I not allowed you to marry,
honored you, made the horses and camels subservient to you and allowed you to become a chief and a master'' He will
say, "Yes.'' Allah will say, "Did you have Zann (think) that you will meet Me'' He will say, "No.'' Allah will say, "This Day, I
will forget you, just as you forgot Me.'' If Allah wills, we will further elaborate on this subject when we explain Allah's
statement, 
            ?FN3OH'R 'DDQNGN ANFN3PJNGOER> 
            

(They have forgotten Allah, so He has forgotten them) (9:67). 
            ?JN@(NFPI %P3R1N!PJDN '0RCO1OH'R FP9REN*PI 'DQN*PI #NFR9NER*O 9NDNJRCOER HN#NFQPI
AN6QNDR*OCOER 9NDNI 'DR9N@DNEPJFN > 
            

(47. O Children of Israel! Remember My favor which I bestowed upon you and that I preferred you over the `Alamin
(nations)) 
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The Ummah of Muhammad is Better than the Children of Israel


    
        
            

            

This is the only way the Ayah can be understood, because this Ummah is better than theirs, as Allah said; 
            ?COF*OER .NJR1N #OEQN)M #O.R1P,N*R DPDFQN'3P *N#REO1OHFN (P'DREN9R1OHAP
HN*NFRGNHRFN 9NFP 'DREOFRCN1P HN*O$REPFOHFN (P'DDQNGP HNDNHR !N'ENFN #NGRDO 'DRCP*N@(P
DNCN'FN .NJR1'K DQNGOER> 
            

(You are the best of people ever raised up for mankind; you enjoin good and forbid evil, and you believe in Allah. And
had the People of the Book (Jews and Christians) believed, it would have been better for them) (3:110). 
            

Also, the Musnad and Sunan Collections of Hadith recorded that Mu`awiyah bin Haydah Al-Qushayri said that the
Messenger of Allah said, 
            «#NFR*OER *OHNAQOHFN 3N(R9PJFN #OEQN)K #NFR*OER .NJR1OGN' HN#NCR1NEOGN' 9NDNI 'DDG» 
            

(You (Muslims) are the seventieth nation, but you are the best and most honored of them according to Allah.) 
            

There are many Hadiths on this subject, and they will be mentioned when we discuss Allah's statement, 
            ?COF*OER .NJR1N #OEQN)M #O.R1P,N*R DPDFQN'3P> 
            

(You are the best of peoples ever raised up for mankind) (3:110). 
            ?HN'*QNBOH'R JNHREK' D'QN *N,R2PI FNAR3L 9NF FQNAR3M 4NJR&K' HND'N JOBR(NDO EPFRGN'
4NAN@9N)L HND'N JO$R.N0O EPFRGN' 9N/RDL HND'N GOER JOF5N1OHFN > 
            

(48. And fear a Day (of Judgement) when a person shall not avail another, nor will intercession be accepted from him,
nor will compensation be taken from him, nor will they be helped.) 
            

After Allah reminded the Children of Israel of the favors that He has granted them, He warned them about the duration of
the torment which He will punish them with on the Day of Resurrection. He said, 
            ?HN'*QNBOH'R JNHREK'> 
            

(And fear a Day) meaning, the Day of Resurrection, 
            ?D'QN *N,R2PI FNAR3L 9NF FQNAR3M 4NJR&K'> 
            

(When a person shall not avail another) meaning, on that Day, no person shall be of any help to another. Similarly, Allah
said, 
            ?HND'N *N2P1O HN'2P1N)L HP2R1N #O.R1NI> 
            

(And no bearer of burdens shall bear another's burden) (35:18) 
            ?DPCODQP 'ER1PI!M EQPFRGOER JNHREN&P0M 4N#RFL JO:RFPJGP > 
            

(Every man that Day will have enough to make him careless of others.) (80:37) and, 
            ?J#NJQOGN' 'DFQN'3O '*QNBOH'R 1N(QNCOER HN'.R4NHR'R JNHRE'K D'QN JN,R2PI HN'DP/L 9NF
HNDN/PGP HND'N ENHRDOH/L GOHN ,N'2M 9NF HN'DP/PGP 4NJR&'K> 
            

(O mankind! Have Taqwa of your Lord (by keeping your duty to Him and avoiding all evil), and fear a Day when no father
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can avail aught for his son, nor a son avail aught for his father) (31: 33). 
            

This indeed should serve as a great warning that both the father and the son will not be of help to each other on that
Day. 
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The Shade, the Manna and the Quail

After Allah mentioned the calamities that He saved the Children of Israel from, He mentioned the favors that He granted
them, saying, ?HN8NDQNDRFN' 9NDNJRCOEO 'DR:NEN'EN> 

And We shaded you with clouds. This A0yah mentions the white clouds that provided shade for the Children of Israel,
protecting them from the sun s heat during their years of wandering. In the HDad0th about the trials, An-Nasa0 i
recorded Ibn Abba0s saying, Alla0h shaded the Children of Israel with clouds during the years of wandering. Ibn Abi
HDa0tim said, Narrations similar to that of Ibn Abba0s were reported from Ibn Umar, Ar-Rab0 bin Anas, Abu Mijlaz, AdD-
DDahDhDa0k, and As-Suddi. Al-HDasan and Qata0dah said that, ?HN8NDQNDRFN' 9NDNJRCOEO 'DR:NEN'EN> 

(And We shaded you with clouds) "This happened when they were in the desert and the clouds shielded them from the
sun.'' Ibn Jarir said that several scholars said that the type of cloud the Ayah mentioned, "was cooler and better than the
type we know.'' 

`Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn `Abbas commented on Allah's statement, ?HN#NF2NDRFN' 9NDNJRCOEO
'DRENFQN> 

And sent down on you Al-Manna, The manna used to descend to them to the trees, and they used to eat whatever they
wished of it. Also, Qata0dah said, The manna, which was whiter than milk and sweeter than honey, used to rain down on
the Children of Israel, just as the snow falls, from dawn until sunrise. One of them would collect enough for that particular
day, for if it remained more than that, it would spoil. On the sixth day, Friday, one would collect enough for the sixth and
the seventh day, which was the Sabbath during which one would not leave home to seek his livelihood, or for anything
else. All this occurred in the wilderness. The type of manna that we know provides sufficient food when eaten alone,
because it is nutritious and sweet. When manna is mixed with water, it becomes a sweet drink. It also changes
composition when mixed with other types of food. However, this is not the only type. The evidence to this fact is that Al-
Bukha0ri narrated, that Sa 0d bin Zayd said that the Messenger of Alla0h said, «'DRCNER#N)O EPFN 'DRENFQP
HNEN'$OGN' 4PAN'!L DPDR9NJRF» 

(Kam'ah (truffles) is a type of manna, and its liquid is a remedy for the eyes.) 

This Hadith was also collected by Imam Ahmad. The group of Hadith compilers, with the exception of Abu Dawud, also
collected it, and At-Tirmidhi graded it Hasan Sahih. At-Tirmidhi recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that the Messenger of
Allah said, «'DR9N,RHN)O EPFN 'DR,NFQN)P HNAPJGN' 4PAN'!L EPFN 'D3QOEQP HN'DRCNER#N)O EPFN
'DRENFQP HNEN'$OGN' 4PAN'!L DPDR9NJRF» 

(The `Ajwah (pressed, dried date) is from Paradise and it cures poison, Al-Kam'ah (truffles) is a form of manna, and its
liquid heals the eye.'') At-Tirmidhi is the only one of them who recorded this Hadith. 

As for the quail (Salwa) in question, `Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn `Abbas said, "The (Salwa) is a bird that looks like
the quail.'' This is the same opinion reported from Mujahid, Ash-Sha`bi, Ad-Dahhak, Al-Hasan, `Ikrimah and Ar-Rabi` bin
Anas, may Allah have mercy upon them. Also, `Ikrimah said that the Salwa is a bird in Paradise about the size of a
sparrow. Qatadah said "The Salwa is a bird that is similar to a sparrow. During that time, an Israelite could catch as many
quails as was sufficient for that particular day, otherwise the meat would spoil. On the sixth day, Friday, he would collect
what is enough for the sixth and the seventh day, the Sabbath, during which one was not allowed to depart his home to
seek anything.'' 

Allah said, ?CODOH'R EPF 7NJQP(N@*P EN' 1N2NBRFN@COER> 

(Eat of the good lawful things We have provided for you,) (7:160) this form of command is a simple order of allowance,
guiding to what is good. Allah said, ?HNEN' 8NDNEOHFN' HNDN@CPF CN'FOH'R #NFAO3NGOER JN8RDPEOHFN> 

(And they did not wrong Us but they wronged themselves) means, `We commanded them to eat from what We gave
them, and to perform the acts of worship (but they rebelled).' This Ayah is similar to Allah's statement, ?CODOH'R EPF
1QP2RBP 1N(QPCOER HN'4RCO1OH'R DNGO> 

(Eat of the provision of your Lord, and be grateful to Him) (34:15). 

Yet, the Children of Israel rebelled, disbelieved and committed injustice against themselves, even though they saw the
clear signs, tremendous miracles and extraordinary events. 
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The Virtue of Muhammad's Companions over the Companions of all Other Prophets


    
        
            

            

Here it is important to point out the virtue of Muhammad's Companions over the companions of the other Prophets. This
includes firmness in the religion, patience and the lack of arrogance, may Allah be pleased with them. Although the
Companions accompanied the Prophet in his travels and battles, such as during the battle of Tabuk, in intense heat and
hardship, they did not ask for a miracle, though this was easy for the Prophet by Allah's leave. And when the
Companions became hungry, they merely asked the Prophet - to invoke Allah - for an increase in the amount of food.
They collected whatever food they had and brought it to the Prophet , and he asked Allah to bless it, told each of them to
take some food, and they filled every pot they had. Also, when they needed rain, the Prophet asked Allah to send down
rain, and a rain cloud came. They drank, gave water to their camels and filled their water skins. When they looked
around, they found that the cloud had only rained on their camp. This is the best example of those who were willing to
accept Allah's decision and follow the Messenger of Allah . 
            ?HN%P0R BODRFN' '/R.ODOH'R GN@0PGP 'DRBN1RJN)N ANCODOH'R EPFRGN' -NJR+O 4P&R*OER
1N:N/K' HN'/R.ODOH'R 'DR(N'(N 3O,QN/K' HNBOHDOH'R -P7QN)L FQN:RAP1R DNCOER .N7N@JN@COER
HN3NFN2PJ/O 'DREO-R3PFPJFN - AN(N/QNDN 'DQN0PJFN 8NDNEOH'R BNHRD'K :NJR1N 'DQN0PJ BPJDN
DNGOER AN#NF2NDRFN' 9NDNI 'DQN0PJFN 8NDNEOH'R 1P,R2K' EQPFN 'D3QNEN"!P (PEN' CN'FOH'R
JNAR3OBOHFN > 
            

(58. And (remember) when We said: "Enter this town (Jerusalem) and eat bountifully therein with pleasure and delight
wherever you wish, and enter the gate in prostration (or bowing with humility) and say: `Forgive us,' and We shall forgive
you your sins and shall increase (reward) for the good-doers.'') (59. But those who did wrong changed the word from that
which had been told to them for another, so We sent upon the wrongdoers Rijz (a punishment) from the heaven because
of their rebellion.) 
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The Jews were Rebellious instead of Appreciative when They gained Victory


    
        
            

            

Allah admonished the Jews for avoiding Jihad and not entering the holy land as they had been ordered to do when they
came from Egypt with Musa. They were also commanded to fight the disbelieving `Amaliq (Canaanites) dwelling in the
holy land at that time. But they did not want to fight, because they were weak and exhausted. Allah punished them by
causing them to become lost, and to continue wandering, as Allah has stated in Surat Al-Ma'idah (5). The correct opinion
about the meaning of, `the holy land' mentioned here is that it was Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem), as As-Suddi, Ar-Rabi` bin
Anas, Qatadah and Abu Muslim Al-Asfahani, as well as others have stated. Musa said, 
            ?JN'BNHREP '/R.ODOH' 'D'QL1R6N 'DEOBN/QN3N)N 'DQN*PI CN*N(N 'DDQNGO DNCOER HND'N
*N1R*N/QOH'> 
            

(O people! Enter the holy land which Allah has assigned to you and turn not back (in flight).) (5:21) 
            

However, some scholars said that the holy land is Jericho, (Ariha') and this opinion was mentioned from Ibn `Abbas and
`Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd. 
            

After the years of wandering ended forty years later, in the company of Yuwsha` (Joshua) bin Nun, Allah allowed the
Children of Israel to conquer the holy land on the eve of a Friday. On that day, the sun was kept from setting for a little
more time, until victory was achieved. When the Children of Israel conquered the holy land, they were commanded to
enter its gate while, 
            ?3O,QN/K'> 
            

(prostrating) in appreciation to Allah for making them victorious, triumphant, returning them to their land and saving them
from being lost and wandering. Al-`Awfi said that Ibn `Abbas said that, 
            ?HN'/R.ODOH'R 'DR(N'(N 3O,QN/K'> 
            

(and enter the gate Sujjadan) means, "While bowing''. Ibn Jarir reported Ibn `Abbas saying, 
            ?HN'/R.ODOH'R 'DR(N'(N 3O,QN/K'> 
            

(and enter the gate in prostration) means, "Through a small door while bowing.'' Al-Hakim narrated it, and Ibn Abi Hatim
added, "And they went through the door backwards!'' Al-Hasan Al-Basri said that they were ordered to prostrate on their
faces when they entered the city, but Ar-Razi discounted this explanation. It was also said that the Sujud mentioned here
means, `submissiveness', for actually entering while prostrating is not possible. 
            

Khasif said that `Ikrimah said that Ibn `Abbas said, "The door mentioned here was facing the Qiblah.'' Ibn `Abbas,
Mujahid, As-Suddi, Qatadah and Ad-Dahhak said that the door is the door of Hittah in Iylya', which is Jerusalem. Ar-Razi
also reported that some of them said that it was a door in the direction of the Qiblah''. Khasif said that `Ikrimah said that
Ibn `Abbas said that the Children of Israel entered the door sideways. As-Suddi said that Abu Sa`id Al-Azdy said that Abu
Al-Kanud said that `Abdullah bin Mas`ud said that they were commanded to, u 
            ?HN'/R.ODOH'R 'DR(N'(N 3O,QN/K'> 
            

(enter the gate in prostration (or bowing with humility)) but instead, they entered while their heads were raised in
defiance. 
            

Allah said next, 
            ?HNBOHDOH'R -P7QN)L> 
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(and say: `Hittah'). Ibn `Abbas commented, "Seek Allah's forgiveness.'' Al-Hasan and Qatadah said that it means, "Say,
`Relieve us from our errors.'' 
            ?FQN:RAP1R DNCOER .N7N@JN@COER HN3NFN2PJ/O 'DREO-R3PFPJFN> 
            

(and We shall forgive you your sins and shall increase (reward) for the good-doers) Here is the reward for fulfilling Allah's
commandment. This Ayah means, "If you implement what We commanded you, We will forgive your sins and multiply
your good deeds.'' In summary, upon achieving victory, the Children of Israel were commanded to submit to Allah in
tongue and deed and, to admit to their sins and seek forgiveness for them, to be grateful to Allah for the blessings He
gave them, hastening to do the deeds that Allah loves, as He said, 
            ?%P0N' ,N"!N FN5R1O 'DDQNGP HN'DRAN*R-O - HN1N#NJR*N 'DFQN'3N JN/R.ODOHFN API /PJFP
'DDQNGP #NARHN,'K - AN3N(QP-R (P-NER/P 1N(QPCN HN'3R*N:RAP1RGO %PFQNGO CN'FN *NHP(N' > 
            

(When there comes the help of Allah (to you, O Muhammad against your enemies) and the conquest (of Makkah). And
you see that the people enter Allah's religion (Islam) in crowds. So glorify the praises of your Lord, and ask His
forgiveness. Verily, He is the One Who accepts the repentance.) (110). 
            

Allah said, 
            ?AN(N/QNDN 'DQN0PJFN 8NDNEOH'R BNHRD'K :NJR1N 'DQN0PJ BPJDN DNGOER> 
            

(But those who did wrong changed the word from that which had been told to them for another). 
            

Al-Bukhari recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that the Prophet said, 
            «BPJDN DP(NFPJ %P3R1N'&PJDN '/R.ODOH' 'DR(N'(N 3O,QN/K' HNBOHDOH': -P7QN)L� AN/N.NDOH' JN2R-
NAOHF 9NDI #N3R*N'GPGPE AN(N/QNDOH' HNBN'DOH'� -N(QN)L APJ 4N9R1N)» 
            

(The Children of Israel were commanded to enter the door while bowing and to say `Hittah'. Yet, they entered the door on
their behinds, distorting the words. They said; `Habbah (seed), in Sha`rah (a hair).') 
            

An-Nasa'i recorded this part of it from Abu Hurayrah only, but he has a chain from the Prophet , explaining Allah's
statement, 
            ?-P7QN)L> 
            

(`Hittah'), saying, "So they deviated and said `Habbah.'' Similar was recorded by `Abdur-Razzaq, and his route was also
collected by Al-Bukhari. Muslim and At-Tirmidhi narrated similar versions of this Hadith, At-Tirmidhi said, "Hasan Sahih.'' 
            

The summary of what the scholars have said about this subject is that the Children of Israel distorted Allah's command to
them to submit to Him in tongue and deed. They were commanded to enter the city while bowing down, but they entered
while sliding on their rear ends and raising their heads! They were commanded to say, `Hittah' meaning, "Relieve us from
our errors and sins.'' However, they mocked this command and said, "Hintah (grain seed) in Sha`irah (barley).'' This
demonstrates the worst type of rebellion and disobedience, and it is why Allah released His anger and punishment upon
them, all because of their sinning and defying His commands. Allah said, 
            ?AN#NF2NDRFN' 9NDNI 'DQN0PJFN 8NDNEOH'R 1P,R2K' EQPFN 'D3QNEN"!P (PEN' CN'FOH'R
JNAR3OBOHFN> 
            

(So We sent upon the wrongdoers Rijz (a punishment) from the heaven because of their rebellion.) 
            

Ad-Dahhak said that Ibn `Abbas said, "Every word in Allah's Book that says Rijz means, `a punishment.''' Mujahid, Abu
Malik, As-Suddi, Al-Hasan and Qatadah were reported to have said that Rijz means `Torment.' Ibn Abi Hatim narrated
that Sa`d bin Malik, Usamah bin Zayd and Khuzaymah bin Thabit said that the Messenger of Allah said, 
            «'D7QN'9OHFO 1P,R2L.9N0N'(L 9O0QP(N (PGP ENFR CN'FN BN(RDNCOE» 
            

(The plague is a Rijz, a punishment with which Allah punished those before you.) 
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This is also how An-Nasa'i recorded this Hadith. In addition, the basis of this Hadith was collected in the Two Sahihs, 
            «%P0N' 3NEP9R*OEO 'D7QN'9OHFN (#N1R6M ANDN' *N/R.ODOHGN'» 
            

(If you hear of the plague in a land, then do not enter it.) 
            

Ibn Jarir recorded Usamah bin Zayd saying that the Messenger of Allah said, 
            «%FQN GN0N' 'DRHN,N9N HN'D3QNBNEN 1P,R2L 9O0QP(N (PGP (N9R6O 'DR#OENEP BN(RDNCOE» 
            

(This calamity and sickness (i.e. the plague) is a Rijz, a punishment with which some nations who were before you were
punished.) 
            

The basis of this Hadith was also collected in the Two Sahihs. 
            ?HN%P0P '3R*N3RBNI EOH3NI DPBNHREPGP ANBODRFN' '6R1P( (QP9N5N'CN 'DR-N,N1N AN'FAN,N1N*R
EPFRGO '+RFN*N' 9N4R1N)N 9NJRFK' BN/R 9NDPEN CODQO #OFN'3M EQN4R1N(NGOER CODOH'R
HN'4R1N(OH'R EPF 1QP2RBP 'DDQNGP HND'N *N9R+NHR'R API 'D'QL1R6P EOAR3P/PJFN > 
            

(60. And (remember) when Musa asked for water for his people, We said: "Strike the stone with your stick.'' Then gushed
forth therefrom twelve springs. Each (group of) people knew its own place for water. "Eat and drink of that which Allah
has provided and do not act corruptly, making mischief on the earth.'') 
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